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Abstract

This thesis describes a research project in which a generative computer aided process

planning (CAPP) system, termed a coding scheme based generative CAPP expert

system(CSB-GCAPPES), for machining prismatic components is developed. The research

project is based on the principle that GT coding schemes can become the component's

design representations, and that expert system technology can map the knowledge base

required by a generative CAPP system. The CSB-GCAPPES aims to help the process

planner produce quicker and more consistent process plans which will also optimise the

machining process.

A new GT coding scheme based on existing GT classification coding schemes components

has been developed in this research project which characterises engineering drawings of

prismatic components. It has a hybrid code structure (monocodes and polycodes) and

describes the component's design and manufacturing information. The monocodes represents

the component's overall shape, maximum size and material while the polycodes represents

the machined shapes such as plane surfaces, holes and slots and their attributes such as

dimensions, tolerances, swface finishes and orientation. A code generated by the new coding

scheme has enough design and manufacturing information to complete the process planning

activity.

Using an expert system building tool, the CSB-GCAPPES is designed to generate a new GT

code automatically, and capture and maintain the manufacturing knowledge of process

planners for machining prismatic components. It is a rule-based program that recognises the

new GT code and creates a process plan which lists all operations, sequences, machines,

cutting tools and cutting conditions such as cutting speed, feed rate and depth of cut. The

prototype system has demonstrated the feasibility of both the new GT coding scheme and the

expert system approach for process plaruring in prismatic components manufacturing.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

This chapter provides an introduction to computer aided de

(CAD/CAM), computer integrated manufacturing (CIM), and to computer aided process

planning (CAPP) which is part of CIM and is the aspect mainly considered by this thesis.

The aims of the research project are also introduced in this chapter.

1.1 CAD/CAM and CIM

CAD/CAM is concerned with the use of computer systems (hardware and software) to

perform certain functions in design and manufacturing. These functions were usually manual

tasks before computer systems were implemented in industry. For example, CAD systems

such as CATIA, Pro/engineer, Unigraphic, CADDS and AutoCAD assist designers in the

creation, modification, analysis, and optimisation of designs. Using 2D drafting and 3D

modelling in CAD systems, designers can quickly create design drawings and databases for

manufacturing. CAM systems such as MASTERCAM and SMARTCAM a¡e used to assist

manufacturing companies to plan, manage, and control the productions. There is also

application software for factory management involving both inventory and production, for

robot programming and simulation, for finite element analysis and for product assembly. A

summary of CAD/CAM systems are shown in Table l.l. The CAD/CAM technologies

assist the companies to become more productive and agile by making communication

more effective, shortening the engineering cycles and reducing lead time and costs.

There is no shortage of CAD/CAM solutions to specific manufacturing problems.

However one of the biggest problems facing companies today is that of isolated

automation' which means improving the situation at one point in the company but not in a

way that benefits other departments in a company. Thus, integration of CAD/CAM

systems in a manufacturing environment becomes the most important research topic

currently which is termed CIM.

The key to achieving the CIM system is to computerise every activity in the manufacturing

company. However, the development of computer aided process planning (CAPP) is far

9



behind the development of other computer systems in manufacturing such as the CAD

system. Thus, the CAPP system becomes the'bottle neck' of the development of CIM.

Table l.l Summary of CAD/CAM Systems

ROBCADRobot programming and
simulation

Robot control

SMARTCAM, MASTERCAM,
QUEST, CUTDATA

CNC machines control,
inventory and production
management

CAM

RASNA, ANSYS, PATRAN,
ADAMS

Finite element analysis,
kinematics design

CAE

ProÆngineer, Pro/PDM,
CADDS, CATIA, Unigraphics,
AutoCAD,

Detail drawings(2D &
3D modelling),
perspective illustrations,
NC toolpath, assembly

CAD

Example SoftwareApplicationCAD/CAM System

1.2 The Computer Aided Process Planning(CAPP)

The Computer aided process planning (CAPP) operation is one of the CIM technologies.

CAPP systems are concemed with the use of computer systems to perform process planning

functions which means that in this process, raw material size, machines, cutting tools, cutting

speed, feed rate, depth of cut as well as machining sequence are selected.

Process planning is usually manual work. Designing an economic process plan needs much

effort. A process planner has to examine all the combinations of operations, machine tools,

cutting tools and parameters. But the human plarurer can be fatigued, ill, or temperamental.

Thus, CAPP systems are built to assist human planners.

Since 1960s', two types of CAPP approaches have been developed:

l. Variant CAPP systems.

2. Generative CAPP systems.

l0



1.2.1 The Variant CAPP

The variant CAPP was the first approach to CAPP. It was based on the concept that similar

components should have similar process plans. In the variant CAPP system proven process

plans are stored in the computer system. When a new component requires a process plan, the

planner first identifies one or several similar components whose process plans are already

stored in the computer. Then the planner retrieves one or more of these process plans which

can be used directly or with some modifications. Thus, variant type CAPP system saves

process planning time and increases planning consistency. But its efficiency relies on the

quality of the process plans which were previously specified.

In variant CAPP, the plarurer usually uses classification and coding systems to identiff

similar components. In simple words, a code is used to represent the component and similar

codes represent similar components.

Although variant CAPP systems have been installed in many manufacturing companies, as

will be described in the next chapter, this type of system is inflexible, is unable to expand,

and is diffrcult to be customised for a company's needs. Since the standard process plans

have already been stored in the computer system, it requires extensive software rewrites and

experienced programmers to maintain the system when the company products are changed or

when machining equipment is upgraded. The variant CAPP system also needs extensive

human interaction and can not be used in a fully automated environment.

1.2.2 The Generøtive CAPP

Since the late seventies another approach, generative CAPP, has been developed and become

a major research topic in the field of CAPP. Generative CAPP creates a process plan from

information available in a manufacturing database. The information in the manufacturing

database includes the available machining equipment, the required cutting conditions and

other manufacturing related information. When the system receives the new component

design it is able to generate the process plan for the component. A generative CAPP system

includes the following subsystems, Wang and Li(1991):

ll



1. Componentdescription

A subsystem must identify a series of component characteristics, including geometric

features, dimensions, tolerances, surface requirements, etc.

2. A subsystem to select and sequence individual processing operations

Within this subsystem, decision logic is used to associate appropriate operations with

particular features of the component. Further heuristic algorithms are used to calculate

operation steps, times and sequences.

3. A database of available machines and tooling

This allows the system to associate machines and tooling with individual operations,

having regard to the requirements of the operation in terms of machining accuracy, surface

frnish, size etc.

4. A subsystem to define the machining parameters

This subsystem uses information in reference books to define such parameters as spindle

speed, feed and depth ofcut.

5. A report generator which prepares the process plan report.

In generative CAPP systems, component design representations, the manufacturing database

implementations and process plan creation algorithms have been developed since the late

seventies. The advantage of the generative CAPP system approach is that it has the potential

to produce an automated optimum plan without referring to previous process plans, and it

can also be part of a computer integrated manufacturing (CIM) system. Thus, generative

CAPP systems have important advantages.

12



1.3 Aims of the Research Work

As ElMaraghy described in 1993 (ElMaraghy, 1993), the effectiveness of CAPP systems

have not been fully realised by industry and two main problems exist for the building of a

CAPP system:

- lack of complete component description for input data to a CAPP system,

- lack of effective representation of process planning knowledge.

The objective of this resea¡ch project is related to these two problems.

The first aim is to optimise the component description which can be used as input into a

generative CAPP system. For this reason a new group technology (GT) based coding scheme

has been developed which represents the machined surfaces of prismatic components. The

new GT coding scheme defines the súrface as a machined shape and also defines the

attributes of each machined shape. The machined shapes includes plane surfaces, holes, slots,

pockets, contows, etc. The attributes include size, tolerance, surface frnish and orientation.

The new GT coding scheme also represents the overall prismatic component by including the

overall shape, overall size and material. Thus, the description of the prismatic component has

three levels: overall description, machined shapes description (surfaces to be machined), and

machined shape's attributes description(size, tolerance, surface finish and orientation). It will

be shown that the new GT coding scheme captures enough design and manufacturing

information for a generative CAPP system (Jiang etal1997).

The second aim of this research project is to consider knowledge representation of the

process planning system for milling prismatic components and particularly for automated

processing. By utilising the proposed new GT code, current databases and process planning

knowledge, the development of a generative CAPP system on a PC platform, using expert

system methodology, will enable a company to expand and modifr the system to optimise

current machining facilities. The process planning knowledge in this generative CAPP expert

system(CSB-GCAPPES) is represented by the declarative and procedural knowledge

representation provided by an expert system shell, ART-IM. The CSB-GCAPPES has eight

modules which allow the new GT code to be entered, enabling the processes and equipment

to be selected and produce the process plan as a text file. The possibility of the CSB-

l3



GCAPPES being integrated with a CAD system and CNC machine controller is also

discussed in Chapter seven.
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Chapter 2. Literature Review

In section 2.1 of this chapter the literature of research of GT classification and coding

scheme is reviewed. In section 2.2 and section 2.3 the literature of research of variant

CAPP systems and generative CAPP systems are also reviewed.

2.1GT Classification and Coding Schemes

GT classification and coding schemes are very important for CAPP systems and are

developed to group similar components into families (Offodile et al 1994). A GT code

normally consists of a sequence of symbols, usually Arabic number or characters. The code

numbers or characters identiff a component's design characteristics and features, and/or its

manufacturing attributes. Overall shape, extemal shape, intemal shape, dimension, tolerance

and raw material are some of the categories commonly included.

The three structures in classification and coding schemes are as follows (Hyer, et al 1985):

(1) monocode structure: in the monocode structure, the interpretation of each succeeding

symbol depends on the value of the preceding symbols. It is also known as hierarchical

structure;

(2) polycode structure: in the polycode structure, the interpretation of each symbol in

sequence is fixed and does not depend on the value ofthe preceding digits;

(3) hybrid structure: in the hybrid structure, a combination of the above two types of

structure is used.

Many coding schemes have been developed and they will be described in the following

sections

2.1.1 The Opitz Classiiication and Coding Scheme

The Opitz coding scheme was developed by H. Opitz (1970) of the Technical University of

Aachen in Germany. It represents one of the pioneering efforts in the group technology based

coding schemes and is perhaps the best known of the classification and coding schemes. The

..- //T'--l-t.- 11^ ^.-l'T.^1-1^ .)1tr\:. *o'{^ rrn ^f fi.r^ -,,it ¡li,rifc u¡iflr fnllr'
\JPLLL \/U\lll.té ùtvllVlllv \r4urw -'Lq qLv L4vLv 2.Lv)
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supplementary digits and it is a hybrid coding scheme. Each digit has fixed numbers 0-9. The

first five digits represent the geometric information describing different kinds of

components. Thus these five digits indicate the shape or form of a component. The next four

digits are of particular importance to manufacturing and relate to the dimensions, component

material, raw shapes and worþiece finished accuracy.

l6



Table 2.la OpitzCoding Scheme (Geometrical code) for Cubic Components

lst 2nd Digit 3rd Digit 4th Digit 5th

I

Cc

Cubic
Components

VB(:3, NC<4

mponent Class

5

4

J

9

8

7

6

2

I

0

Block Components-Other
Than 0 to 4

Block Components-rWith
Divided Surface

Block Components-With
Location Surface

Block Components-
Compounded of

Rectangular Prisms

Overall
Shape

Split Box Components-
Other Than 8

Split Box Components-
Rectangular Prisms

Not Split Box
Components-Other Than 6

Not Split Box
Com pon ents-Rectan gular

Prisms

Block Components-
Rectangular With

Deviations

Block Components-
Rectangular Prism

5

4

J

9

I

7

6

2

I

0

Others

Several Principal Bores,
Other Than Parallel

Several Principal Bores,
Parallel

Two Principal Bores, Parallel

One PrincipalBore With
Shape Elements

One Principal Bore, Stepped

to One or Both Ends

No Rotational Machining

Bore, Rotational Surface

Machining

7+Principal Bore(s)

Machined Annular Surfaces,

AnnualGrooves

One Bore, Smooth

4

9

8

7

6

5

J

2

I

0

Others

Groove and/or Slot

Stepped Plane Surface at

Right Angles, Inclined
and/or Opposite

Stepped Plane Surfaces

One Plane Surface

Plane Surface Machining

Guide Surface

Curved Surface

Groove and/or Slot and 4

Functional Chamfers

No Surface Machining

9

8

7

6

5

4

J

2

I

0

Others

Formed, No Auxiliary
Holes

Holes Drilled in More
Than One Direction-
With Drilling Pattern

Holes Drilled in One

Direction Only-With
Drilling Pattern

Gear Teeth With
Auxiliary Holes

Gear Teeth, No
Auxiliary Holes

Formed With Auxiliary
Holes

No Gear and Forming-
Holes Drilled in More
Than One Direction

No Gear and Forming-
Holes Drilled in One

Direction Only

No holes or Gears

Holes And Gear Teeth
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2.lb OpitzCoding Scheme (Supplementary Code) for Cubic Components

6th Digit 7th Digit 8th Digit 9th Digit

9

8

7

6

5

4

J

2

1

0

>2000

>1000<:2000

>600<:1000

>400<:600

>250<-+00

>160<:250

>10<:160

>50<=100

>20<:50
<=20

Diameter or edge

length(mm)

9

7

6

5

4

J

2

8

I
0

Other Materials

LightAlloy

Non-ferrous Metal

Alloy Steel, Heat Treated

Alloy Steel, Not Heat Treated

3+Heat Treated

Heat Treatable Low Carbon
Steel, Not Heat Treated

Steel, Not Heat Treated

Modular Graphite Cast Iron and

Malleable

Cast Iron

Material

4

9

I

7

6

5

J

2

I
0

Sheet

Angle, SectionsU-, T-

Tubing

Pre-Machined

Welded Assembly

Cast or Forged Components

Plate and Slabs

Bar-Triangular, Square,

Hexagonal

Round Bar, Bright Drawn
Round Ba¡, Black

Initial form

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

I
0

9 2+3+4+5

3+4

2+5

2+4

2+3

Accuracy Class 5

Accuracy Class 4

Accuracy Class 3

Accuracy Class 2

Not Specified

Accuracy

l8



2.1.2 The KK-3 ClassiJìcotion and Coding Scheme

The KK-3 coding scheme (Chang and Wysk, 1985) was developed by the Japan Society for

the Promotion of Machine Industry as a general purpose classification and coding scheme for

components. It contains 21 digits and is a monocode scheme. Because of the increased

number of digits in the code, it can carry more information than the Opitz coding scheme.

However, it still has ñxed numbers 0-9 for each digit and does not carried enough design and

manufacturing information. For example, the dimension and surface finish information of

each machined shape are missing.

The first digit of KK-3 classification and coding scheme classifies the general function of a

component, such as gear, shaft, drive, moving and fixing and so on. More detailed functions

are represented in the second digit. Up to one hundred firnctional names for rotational and

non-rotational components are classified. Two digits are used to classiff materials. The first

digit shows the material type and the second digit describes the shape of the raw material.

The KK-3 scheme also classifies dimensions and dimension ratios. The other digits

description are shown nTable2.2.

2.1.3 The MICL.ASS Classilication and Coding Scheme

The MICLASS System was originally developed by The Organisation for Industrial

Research Inc. (OIR, 1981), which is located in V/altham, Mass., USA. It is a polycode-

structured code of 12 digits. The code includes both design and manufacturing information

such as the main shape, shape elements, position of shape elements, main dimensions, ratio

of the dimensions, auxiliary dimensions, form tolerance. The machinability of the material is

also included. An additional 18 digits of code are also available for user-specified

information (i.e. component function, lot size, major machining operation, etc.). These

supplementary digits provide flexibility for system expansion. Several application programs

based on MICLASS are currently available, such as the MIPLAN (used in the Cleveland-

based Lamp Equipment Operation of General Electric Co., USA) and the MIAPP

process-planning systems(Schaffer, I 980).

l9



2.1.4 The DCLASS ClassiJication and Coding Scheme

The DCLASS scheme was developed by Del Allen (Allen, 1979) at Brigham Young

University. It is a polycode-structured scheme that can form codes for components,

materials, process, machines, and tools. An eight-digit code is used which is shown in Table

2.3.In DCLASS, there are several branches. Each branch represents a condition, and a code

can be found at the terminal of each branch. Multiple passes of the decision tree allow a

complete code to be found.

Table 2.2 Y\K-3 Classification and Coding Scheme

AccuracyDisit2I
Non-MachiningDieit 20
Auxiliary Hole-Special HoleDigit l9
Auxiliary Hole-ShapeDigit 18

Auxiliary Hole-DirectionDigitlT
Internal Surface Other Than HoleDigit 16

Main Hole-Screw ThreadDigit 15

Main Hole-Direction and StepDigit 14

Cyclic and Auiliary SurfaceDigit 13

Main Shaped SurfaceDigit 12

External Curved SurfaceDieit I I
Extemal Plane SurfaceDigit l0
Formed Shape-Bending AngleDigit 9
Formed Shape-Bending DirectionDigit 8

Primary ShapeDigit 7
Edge WidthDigit 6
Edge LengthDigit 5
Material TreatDieit4
MaterialsDigit 3

Detailed FunctionsDigit 2
Main FunctionDigit I

Table 2.3 DCLASS Coding Scheme

MaterialDigit 7 and 8

PrecisionDigit 6
SizeDigit 5

Form featureDieit 4
Basic shapeDigit l-3

20



2.2 Y ariant CAPP Systems

Variant CAPP systems were the first stage of CAPP research. Building variant CAPP

systems was the major CAPP research activity in the 1970's and the first half of the 1980s

(Chang, 1990). The method of building variant CAPP systems was based on group

technology (GT) classification and coding schemes. GT classification and coding scheme

groups components into families on the basis of similarity of attributes such as shape,

surface finishes, materials, tolerances and required manufacturing processes.

For each component family, standard process plans of components \¡/ere established and

computer stored (Allen and Smith, 1980). A process plan for a new component is actually

a standard process plan retrieved from computer storage which has been edited by the

process planner. The procedure used in variant CAPP systems is as follows: a new

component was first coded by a process planner to identiff which family it belonged to;

then the standard process plan of the family was retrieved from computer storage. The

standard process plan retrieved could be the process plan of the new component or

modified by the user (i.e. process planner) of the variant CAPP system. Thus, the GT

classification and coding scheme in variant CAPP systems serves to distinguish families of

components and the process planning knowledge is represented by standard process plans.

A number of variant CAPP systems have introduced into industry. In 1970s. The

Organisation for Industrial Research Inc. developed a variant CAPP system, MIAPP(OIR,

1981). MIAPP is basecl on the MICLASS coding scheme.

Some other variant CAPP systems developed in the 1970s and the 1980s were GENPLAN

by the Lockheed Co. (Tulkoff, 1981) and XPS-I which was CAM-I's (CAM-I was an

international research group: Computer Aided Manufacturing-Intemational) experimental

planning system(Sack, 1983). Tulkoff (1981) showed that GENPLAN helped to reduce the

clerical work of the process planner in the Lockheed company by up to 40%o of process

planning time. Thus, many users were pleased with the time and cost saved by the variant

systems. Many variant CAPP systems are still used by different companies, €.9.,

MULTIPLAN (OrR, 1983).
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However, variant CAPP systems have the shortcomings of being difficult to up-date and

difficult to automate. Existing coding schemes all have fixed digits and do not carry enough

information for detailed process planning. For detailed process planning, each individual

machined shape, such as a hole or a step of a component and their attributes, such as

dimension, tolerance and surface finish information, must be present. The reason may be that

they are either design or variant process planning oriented. For example, the Opitz code "in

its basic nine digit form is found to be inadequately detailed both with respect to component

geometry description and manufacturing information" (Phillips, 1978). Clearly a more

comprehensive and flexible-digit coding scheme is required which is more suitable for

CAPP systems.

Variant CAPP systems which store a lot of standard process plan also cause problems. If
some machining facilities were changed or up-dated the whole process plans affected in

the system program must be rewritten. On the other hand, a standard plan in the variant

CAPP system has been created for a family of components, but each component in a

family is different. Thus, a new process plan must be created by an experienced person.

Consequently the automation of process planning cannot be realised by using variant

CAPP systems.

2.3 Generative CAPP Systems

The second stage of CAPP development was the introduction of generative CAPP systems

which came under development in the late seventies. As described in chapter one,

generative CAPP systems generate process plans from scratch for every new component

description by the automatic generation of process plans. A component design

representation model and process knowledge representation are the main ingredients of a

generative CAPP system.

2.3. I Component Design Representatío n

From the literature review (Chang, 1990), there are three component design representation

models: GT coding scheme, special descriptive language and CAD models. These are

described in the following sections.
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2.3.1.1 GT Coding Scheme In Generative CAPP Systems

In existing GT coding schemes based on generative CAPP systems, the component design

representation models mainly a¡e GT coding schemes which a¡e used in the variant CAPP

systems. Several GT coding schemes, including the Opitz scheme (Opitz, 1970), the KK-3

scheme (Chang and Wysk, 1985), the MICLASS scheme (Houtzeed, 1976), and the

COFORM scheme (Wysk, 1977) are used. Some other coding schemes such as the APPOCC

scheme (Phillips, 1978) and the coding scheme used in JLG Industries (Jashi, 1994) have

also been developed. However, the GT coding schemes used in generative CAPP systems are

the same or similar to those used in variant CAPP systems which have fixed digits. The

shortcomings of insufficient information and fixed digits still exist. Thus, a new coding

scheme which carries enough information and has flexible digits is developed in this

research. The new coding scheme represents every machined shape's athibutes of the

component þrismatic), i.e. the more the component has machined shapes, the more the code

has the digits.

2. 3. 1. 2 Special Descríptive Language

Special descriptive language is another component design representation model for

generative CAPP systems (Lauwers and Kruth, 1994).It describes the machined shapes

such as a hole, a slot, a pocket, a step, etc. as feafures. Thus, the special descriptive

language is also termed featulre-based component description.

One method in special descriptive language is frame-structure representation. Frame-

structure representation describes a component using frames. Each frame has slots to store

the feature's characteristics and the relationships with other f¡ames. Usually, the top level of

a frame is a component name. Each machined surface in the component is represented in a

machined surface frame. Machined surface frames are linked to the component frame

through a pointer slot. An example of a component can be shown as (Chang, 1990):
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(r001

(A_KrND_OF (VALUE PART)

(PART-NAME (VALUE TEST_PART)

(BATCH_QTY (VALUE l0)
(ORDER_QTY (VALUE 10)

(MrL_SZE (VALUE (4.0 3.0 1.0))

(MTL-TYPE (VALUE STEEL)

(MTL_SPEC (VALUE SAE_I 0s0)

(MTL_COND (VALUE TEMPERED)

(HARDNESS (VALUE (4s0 s00))

(SURFACE_TREAT (VALUE l.üL)

(MADE_UP_OF (VALUE (Fl F3 F7 F10))

It can be seen that in the above example there are slots for the components name, batch

quantity, order quality, material size, type, specification, condition, hardness, and surface

treatment. The last slot shows the relationship with other frames.

The advantage of the special descriptive language is the fact that it provides more detailetl

information of a component. The AUTAP system is a special-descriptive-language-based

generative CAPP system described by Evershein and Esch @vershein and Esch, 1983). This

system uses a special descriptive language to represent a component. The component is

described using both geometric and technological elements. It also uses subordinate elements

such as patterns of holes. The CIMS/DEC is another component description language

developed by Kakino et al (Kakino et al,1977} as is the CIMS/PRO system built by Iwata

et al (Iwata et al, 1980). Jakubowski (Jakubowski, 1982) also proposed a similar language

format for describing components. GARI (Descotte and Latombe, 1981) is a generative

system which also uses a component description language.

The special descriptive language is able to provide more information of a component than a

fixed-digit coding scheme. Thus, a generative CAPP system using a special descriptive

language can generate more detailed process plans. However, a shortcoming of the
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the user of the system to prepare the input data. Although computer systems may assist users

to automate the input procedure, but the systems are difficult to be modified because they

need a special descriptive language expert.

2.3.1.3 CAD Models

Although GT coding schemes and component descriptive languages can provide information

for process planning, the component design still needs to be manually converted into one of

the two representations. Since a component is modelled completely on a CAD system, using

CAD models as input to the process planning system can eliminate the human effort.

The CAD models used as input to the process planning system are currently 3D solid

models. Most CAPP researchers used either constructive solid geometry(CSG) or boundary

representation@-Rep) or combine the two models because they are the best models which

are used in conjunction with feature-based design. Feature-based design is a new design

concept which aims at providing a common CAD model database. In feature based design, a

feature refers to a subset of geometry on a component, which is similar to that in a special

descriptive language. Unforhrnately, at the moment, there is not a definition of the term

feature which is agreed upon by everyone(Ch*g, 1990).

A number of CAD-model-based generative CAPP systems are: a system called Intelligent

Product Design and Manufacturing(IPDM) and is described by ElMaraghy(1991), which

uses a hyhrid CSG and B-rep models to represent the component; PART is another example

of a solid models based generative CAPP system(Van Houten, 1992); a commercial solid

models based generative CAPP system called Design-To-Manufacture(DTM/CAPP) is built

by a collaborative effort between Europe and North America(Jasperse, 1992). Because

feature-based design is easy for simple components and extremely difficult to use for

complex components, the CAD-model-based generative CAPP systems are limited to a

small range of components and cannot be used in real industrial work (Yip-Hoi and Dutta,

19es).

Using a solid model database generative CAPP system is more effective because it can be

I
t
t
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1984, Choi and Barash, 1985) introduced an algorithm which recognises the machined

surfaces from a 3D boundary file. Henderson and Musti (Henderson and Musti, 1988) also

developed a system which analysed the solid model of a component and generated a GT

component code. Currently, the automatic recognition of a component from a 3D solid

model can just analyse very simple surfaces and cannot be used industrially (Henderson and

Musti, 1988). Furthermore, very few recognition systems are able to identifu global

constraints such as clamping requirements and interference (e.g. collision between the tool

and workpiece), (Choi et al, 1984).

2. 3.2 Process Knowledge Representation

In generative CAPP systems, process knowledge representation controls the decisions made

in process planning, such as machine selection, tool selection, process sequence, etc. A

generative CAPP system constructs a process plan in much the same way as a human planner

because it is based on knowledge and experience.

From the 1980's expert systems began to be used in process planning (Muthsam and Mayer,

1990). Expert systems are computer programs which simulate experts making decision and

solving problems. Experts solve problems by using a combination of factual knowledge and

reasoning ability. In an expert system, these two essentials are contained in two separate but

related components, a knowledge base and an inference engine. The knowledge base

provides specific facts about the subject and the inference engine provides the reasoning

ability that enables the expert system to form conclusions (\ù/aterman. 1986).

In expert systems, production rules, semantic nets and frames are used to represent

knowledge in the knowledge base. Production rules can be expressed simply in the form of

IF-TFIEN rules: IF [conditions] THEN [actions]. Examples of systems using rule

representation are TIPPS (Chang, 1982) and QTC (Chang et al, 1988). Semantic nets attempt

to describe the world in terms of objects and binary relations. For example, a hole and a drill

are objects and their binary relation can be described as machined-by. Some examples using

semantic nets are the systems described by Inui et al (Inui et al, 1987), Henderson and

Anderson (Henderson and Anderson, 1984) and Tsang (Tsang, 1987). A frame is a network

of nodes and relations organised in a hierarchical structure that represents procedural and
I
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declarative information in terms of attributes, hierarchical relations with other frames,

constraints, default values and procedures. A frame consists of several named slots. Each slot

can store values, pointers to other frames or to a procedure. When a slot is filled, it is said to

be initialised. The slot value can be restricted to a certain range or it must come from a set of

values. Some systems using frame representation are SIPP (Nau, 1985), SIPS (Nau and

Gray, 1986) and GEFPOS (Vissa, 1987).

The inference mechanism of an expert system "reasons" while using the knowledge of the

knowledge base and thus tries to solve the given problems. The basic idea behind an

inference mechanism is to search for a combination of rules which solve a given problem

when apptied to that problem in a certain order. There are two diflerent ways to find such a

combination of rules (Waterman, 1986):

- forward chaining,

- backward chaining.

The forward chaining method searches for rules which are triggered by the initial state of the

problem. The application of such a rule will change the state of the problem by adding

information or modiffing its description thus creating a nelv state. This process is repeated

until the goal state is reached. Consequently, the solution of the problem can be derived from

the selected rules.

In backward-chaining the method sea¡ches for rules whose conclusions correspond to the

goal state of the problem. It subsequently tries to meet the conditions of these rules.

Therefore, the inference mechanism may activate new rules until every condition of an

activated rule is proven to be true. In this context "reasoning" is synonymous to applying

rules from the knowledge base. Common-sense or heuristic information can then be used to

determine which rules should be "fired", i.e. activated.

When building an expert system any programming language or expert system shell can be

used. An expert system shell is an expert system which is stripped of its knowledge. Since

the system structure is already built, the builder of an expert system need only insert the

kntlwledge. Because they have a flexible structure and flexible inference strategy, the

il,\l
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advantage of an expert system building tool is the relatively short period of time in rvhich a

prototype of a new expert system can be developed. Most of the system's utilities are already

available and the expert system builder can concentrate on gathering, processing and entering

the domain specific knowledge. The expert system shell used in this project is ART-IM.

Since the introduction of expert system technology to process planning, a few expert process

planning systems have been proposed. SIPP Q.{au, 1985), SIPS (Nau and Gray, 1986), TOM

(Matsushima et al, 1982), FirstCut (Cutkosky et al, 1988) and QTC(Chang et al, 1988) are

some examples. SIPP, SPS, TOM and FirstCut systems work on each individual feature

following the sequence given by the user. Thus, they are not complete systems. QTC system

has considered the relationship of features during planning. However, it deals with only a

limited number of features.

Muthsam and Mayer(1990), Smith(1990), Trmal et al(1992) and Singh and Raman(1992)

also discussed the expert system applications in machining. There are some systems which

have been developed for one of the process planning tasks such rls process selection (Nau

and Chang, 1983), tool selection (Gusti et al, 1986), fixture design and set up @nglert and

Wright, 1988), process sequencing and operation planning@arkocy and Zdeblick, 1984),

machining data selection(V/ang and Wysk, 1986), and CNC milling@riess and Kaplansþ,

1e84).

One main problem with cunent generative CAPP systems is the lack of a complete

component representation. Ideally, the component description would be extracted from a

CAD database and the output directed to the process planning system. This method can

realise automated process planning. However, as described in the previous section, current

CAD systems lack semantic information in the data structures for identiffing the

manufacturing significance. The special descriptive languages also have problems because

they have to be manually prepared for input into the CAPP systems. For complex

components this can be tedious and difficult.

It seems that GT classification and coding schemes are currently the most suitable

representation model. However, existing GT coding schemes cannot provide the exact shape

I
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and size information because of their finite digits. Thus, a more comprehensive GT

classification and coding scheme is required.

Besides the lack of complete component representation the effective planning knowledge

representation is still missing. The complexity of the planning procedure and the number

of important parameters, such as cutting speed and depth, make it difficult to build an

effective generation model. This research work aims to make a contribution in this area.
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Chapter 3. The New Classification and Coding Scheme

3.1 Structure of the New Coding Scheme

As discussed in Chapter 2, a new coding scheme is required to provide adequate component

description for the coding scheme based generative CAPP expert system (CSB-GCAPPES)

developed in the research project. The work in this project is restricted to prismatic

components to contain the size of the task. To satisÛr this requirement the code generated by

the new coding scheme must carry information similar to an engineering drawing, such as

component shape, material, dimensions, tolerance, surface finish and orientation. The code

generated by the new coding scheme has four parts (divided by four brackets [ ]) which

represent the overall description, extemal machined shapes, the holes and the internal

machined shapes other than holes(see Figure 3.1). Clearly the CSB-GCAPPES has to take

into account the component description to create an effective process plan for machining the

component. Thus the code for a component seryes as input to the CSB-GCAPPES, whereby

the system analyses the code to formulate a process plan.

The new coding scheme provides three levels of design and manufacturing information to

identiff, def,rne and classifu the prismatic component (see Figure 3.2). These three levels are

the overall description (level 1), the machined shapes description (level 2) and the machined

shape's attributes description (level 3). Level I (overall description) describes the overall

shape of the component, the maximum length and the material. Level 2 (fhe machined

shapes) describes functional shapes suuh as sl.raiglrt hole, plane surface, stcp, slot, pockct,

etc. Level 3 information describes the machined shape's attributes such as dimension,

tolerance, surface finish and orientation.

The new code has a hybrid structure utilising both the monocode and the polycode

structures. Digits are separated by conìmas. The digits of level l(overall description) have

the polycode structure with each digit being completely independent of all other digits. The

level 2 and level 3 digits have the monocode structure with the digits in the level 3 being

dependent on the digits in the level2, i.e. the number of attributes and the type of attributes

of machined shape are decided by the machined shape digit. The attributes of each machined

-1-^.,.- 1-^-..- l-^^.- ^^{,,.;.^ +1.^ -^-" ^^,{:-^ o^L^ø^Drr4PW ll4v W UVWU ùvL ql/
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The new GT coding scheme does not have a fixed number of digits, which is different to

most existing coding schemes. One advantage of the new coding scheme over existing

coding schemes is that it can describe each machined shape. The flexible digit length

structure ensures the new code carries enough information for process planning. Each digit

of the new code uses Arabic numbers (not just 0 to 9 which are used in most existing coding

scheme) to fully present the component's design and manufacturing information. The value

of the digit and its position in the code provides certain information. The following two

sections gives a detailed description of the new coding scheme and typical component

examples.
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t 1-l,digit 1-2,digit r-l] [laigit 2-l,digits for attributeÐ(...)...(..')] [(digit2-2digits for atrributeÐ(...)...(...)] flaigit 2-3, digits for attributeÐ(...)...(...)]

the third bracket[ ], each bracket ( ) represents one

holes. The code of the frrst digit in each bracket ( )
chosen from the dígit 2-2 of the Table 3.3. The

codes in bracket ( ) represent the attributes

hole. Table 3.3 also shows the attributes

The codes of attributes are chosen from Table

5

the first bracket[ ], the

ofdigitl-I, l-2 and 1-3

chosen from Table 3.1 and

of the component.
the overall

In the second bracketf ], each bracket (

one of extemal machined shaPes.

code of the first digit in each bracket ( )
chosen from the digit 2-1 of the Table 3.2.

other codes in bracket ( ) represent the

of each external machined shaPe.

3.2 also shou-s the attributes

external machined shapes. The codes

attributes a¡e chosen from Table 3.5.

the fourth bracket[ ], each bracket ( ) represents

of intemal machined shapes other than holes.

code of the first digit in each bracket ( ) is

from the digit 2-3 of the Table 3.4. The

codes in bracket ( ) represent the attributes

internal machined shape other than holes.

able 3.4 also shows the athibutes of internal

shapes other than hole. The codes

attributes are chosen from Table 3.5.

3.1 The New Coding Scheme Structure
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more machined shapes the

has, the more brackets ( )
code has.

l-1, digit l-2, digit 1 -3 t 2-l for attributes (...)l t(

Fi

for attributes) ()l 2-3 ts for ()l

-evel I overall
lescription, values

tre chosen from
lable 3.1.

2 represents machined
Values ¿ìre chosen

Table3.2

3, the number and the tYPe

(i.e. dimensions, tolerances,

surface finish and machined

orientation) are shown in Tables 3.3,3.4,
3.5, respectively. The values of
attributes digits are chosen from Table 3.6

3.2 The Th¡ee Levels of the New Coding Scheme
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3.2 The Proposed New Coding Scheme

3.2.1 Level One of The Coding Scheme

The first three digits of the code are the first level of component information which gives the

overall description including overall shape, maximum length and material of finished

component. Table 3.1 shows the meaning of each value which represent the overall shape,

maximum length and material of the component.

Table 3.1 Level One: Overall Description

3.2.2 Level Two ønd Level Three of The Coding Scheme

The shape definition is the level 2 information of a component. In the second level of the

coding scheme, the representation of the external machined shapes, holes and internal

Plasticl02000<Al0

Brass91000<A<=20009

Aluminium8600<A<:10008

Titanium7360<A<:600l

Heat Resistant
Alloys

6240<A<--3606

Cast Iron5160<A+2405

Tool Steel4100<A<:1604

Stainless SteelJ50<A<:100JLong Components,
AÆ>3

3

Hardened Steel)l6<A<:502Flat Components,

A/B<:3, NC>4
2

Mild SteelIA<:16ICubic Components,
AIB<=3, A/C<:4

I

don't know0not clear0don't know0

DescriptionCodeDescriptionCodeDescriptionCode

Value 1-3 Component
Material

Digit l-2
Length (mm)

MaximumDigit 1-1

Shape(A:length,
C=height)

Overall
B:width,
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machined shapes are given by the digi| 2-l of Table 3.2, the digit 2-2 of Table 3.3 and the

digit2-3 of Table 3.4.

Every machined shape has its function, dimensions, tolerance, surface finish and orientation

attributes which determine the choice of machine, cutting tools and cutting conditions, etc.

The attributes of each machined shape are the level 3 information of a component. In the new

coding scheme, the number and the type of attributes for each code of digit2-1, digit2-2 and

digit 2-3 are given in Table 3.2, TabIe 3.3 and Table 3.4, respectively. For example, the

straight hole in Table 3.3 has five attributes: diameter, length, dimension tolerance, surface

finish and orientation. Thus, the new coding scheme uses six digits (i.e. the straight hole digit

and its five attributes) to represent the straight hole on the component. Because the number

and the type of the attribute is dependent on the digit of the machined shapes, i.e. digit 2-1,2-

2 or 2-3,the level two and the level three are monocode structures.

The number, the type and the sequence of the attributes of each machined shape have been

fixed in the new coding scheme as shown in Table 3.2,3.3 and 3.4 though they may be

changed when used in a different company. As required for process planning the information

of attributes for each machined shape is gained from the work shop.

The codes of the attributes for the machined shapes are chosen from Table 3.5. For example,

an extemal plane surface has a length of 138mm. From Table 3.5 the code number for the

dimension is 13 8. 
'When choosing the code number for tolerance, Table 3.6 may be used. For

exarnple, two holes have the distance of 88mm. The position tolerance value is 50pm' From

Table 3.6 the tolerance grade is grade 8. Then, from Table 3.5 the code number for grade 8 is

10.
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5

4

6

3

2

I
0

Code

Sculptured
Surface

Contour
Flank

Pocket

Slot

Step

Plane
Surface

No

Description

Digit 2-1 External
Machined Shapes

width

width

Minimum Radius

Of Concave

width

V/idth

width

Length

Height

Height

Height

Height

Length

Dimension
Tolerance

Dimension
Tolerance

Length

Length

Length

Dimension
Tolerance

Surface Finish

Surface Finish

Dimension
Tolerance

Dimension
Tolerance

Dimension
Tolerance

Surface Finish

Orientation

Orientation

Surface Finish

Surface Finish

Surface Finish

Orientation

Orientation

Orientation

Orientation

Attributes

T 3.2 Extemal Machined shapes and Attributes
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3.3 Holes and Atfibutes

3.4Intemal Machined Shapes Other Than Holes and Attributes

(

4

3

)

1

0

ode

0

lode

3

2

1

Circular
Groove

Two Side
Stepped

One Side
Stepped

Straight
Hole

No

Description

Digit 2-2 Holes

Hole
Diameter

Large
Diameter

Large
Diameter

Diameter

Sculptured Surface

Plane Surface

No

Description

)igit 2-3 Internal Machined Shapes

Contour Flank

Length ofthe
Hole

Length oflarge
Diameter

Length oflarge
Diameter

Length

Groove
Diameter

Middle
Diameter

Small Diameter

Dimension
Tolerance

Width

Minimum Radius

ofConcave

Width

Length

Height

Length

Dimension
Tolerance

Length of Middle
Diameter

Length of Small

Diameter

Surface Finish

Surface
Finish

Small
Diameter

Dimension
Tolerance

Orientation

Dimension
Tolerance

Dimension
Tolerance

Depth

Orientation

Length of
Small Diameter

Surface Finish

Surface
Finish

Surface
Finish

Dimension
Tolerance

Dimension
Tolerance

Orientation

Orientation

Orientation

Surface
Finish

Surface
Finish

Attributes

Orientation

Orientation

Attributes
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In Table 3.5, the codes corresponding to the machined shape attributes such as the machined

shape's dimensions, tolerances, surface finish and orientation are represented. The attribute

values of dimension are chosen from the first column of Table 3.5. The first column of Table

3.5 has the values from 0 to N (i.e. any integer) to represent the value of the dimension

attribute. If the dimension of the machined shape is not an integer, the digit value is to the

nearest integer. For example, if the dimension is 25.5mm, the digit value will be 26.

The tolerance attribute values are chosen from the second column of Table 3.5. The eighteen

tolerance grades correspond with Australia Standard AS 1654 and the magnitude of tolerance

depends on the basic dimension of the feature. Some tolerances for common used grades are

provided in Table 3.6.

The surface finish attribute values a¡e chosen from the third column of Table 3.5. For

example, if the Ra values of the swface is 1.6pm, the digit value will be code 7.

The orientation atfibute values a¡e chosen from the fourth column of Table 3.5. In the new

coding scheme,lhe orientation attribute is related to the orientation which is commonly used

in most CAD software such as AutoCAD. For example, the orientation Front (digit code 2)

is defined to include the length and the height. Thus, the new coding scheme has the ability

to integrate with the CAD database. However, the task is not included in this research project

because of the time limitation.
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c0 ie

f

7

l

)

I

l

,-

t

) l0

9

I

7

I

0

Dimension (mm)

lode for dimension(mm)

N

t7

l6

t5

l4

l3

t2

ll

6

5

4

3

2

Code

l8

t1

l6

l5

l4

l3

12

ll

l0

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

I

0

Grade l0

Grade 9

Grade 8

Grade 7

Grade 6

Grade 5

Grade 4

G¡ade 3

Grade 2

Grade I

Grade 0

Grade 0l

no requirement

Tolerance Grade

Code for tolerance

Grade l6

Grade 15

Grade 14

Grade 13

Grade12

Grade I I

12

ll

l0

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

I

0

Code

50

25

t2,5

6.3

3.2

r.6

0.8

0.4

0.2

0.1

0.05

0.025

no requirement

Ra Value in ¡rm

Code for surface linish

6

5

4

3

2

I

0

Code

do not know

Orientation

Bottom

Back

Left

Right

Front

Top

Code for orientation

3.5 Code for Machined Shape's Attribute
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Table 6 Tolerances For Common Used Grades (reprint from AS 1654)

/

250

180

r20
80

50

30

18

10

6

J

0

.bove

s00

400

315

30

18

10

6

)

Up to
and Incl.

Basic Size(mm)

630

s00

400

315

250
180

t20
80

50

1 I
9

8

6

6

Grade

44

40

36

32

29

25

22

I9

1 6

1 3

70

63

57

52

46

40

35

30

25

2 I
I 8

1 5

I2

1 0

Grade
7

Grade
I

110

97

89

81

72

63

54

46

39

55

27

22

1 I
I4 25

Grade
9

175

155

140

130

115

100

87

74

62

52

43

36

30

230

2t0

185

160

t40
t20
100

84

70

58

48

40

Grade
10

280

250

90

75

60

Gradc
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3.3 Two Typical Examples of the New Coding Scheme

3.3.1 A Cubic Prismatic Component Example

Figure 3.3 shows a cubic prismatic component and its code. The component has seven types

of external machined shapes: top plane surface (64x138), left and right plane surfaces

(44x50), front and back plane surfaces (semi-donuts), and two type steps (50x17x5, left and

righÐ. Actually on the left and right sides of the component there are two steps on each side

(see Figure 3.3). However, the two steps on one side have the same size and can be

considered as a one type step. Thus, in the second part of the code (parts of a code are

separated by brackets [ ]) there are seven pairs ofbrackets ( ) and each brackets represents

one type of extemal machined shape. Within each bracket ( ) the code digits are separated by

commas and the code number represents the machined shape definition and its attributes (the

frst digit number always represents the machined shape definition)'

Though the sequence of machined shape descriptions, i'e' the brackets ( ) within a bracket I

]of a code, do not affect the information carried by the code, the sequence is decided by

comparing the first digit of each bracket ( ). The bracket ( ) with the smaller first digit

number is ahead of others. If the fust digit ntrnbers are s¿rme, the following digit numbers

will be compared respectively. For example, in Figure 3.3 the (1,13,101,0,9,2)is atread of

(1,13,101,0,9,5) and the (1,44,50,0,0,3) is ahead of the (1,64,138'0'8'1)'

The component also has three types of holes, a $38mm semicircular hole with a R3mm

groove, $13mm through holes (two) and $5mm blind holes (two)' As described in the above

paragraph the same size and orientation of the machined shapes are considered as one type'

such as the two Ql3mm holes which use the same cutting tool. Thus, there are three pairs of

brackets ( ) which represents the three type holes in the third part of the code (see Figure

3.3). Similarly, within each bracket ( ) the code digits are separated by commas and the code

number represents the machined shape definition and its attributes (the first digit number

always represents the machined shape definition)'
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The cubic component is defined as one having no internal shape other than holes. The code

of the cubic prismatic component using the new classification and coding scheme is as

follows:

l. The code in the first bracket U,4,1] describes the overall component. The first digit I

means the overall shape has a length to width ratio < : 3 and the length to overall height ratio

<:4 and is chosen from the first column of Table 3.1. The second digit4 is chosen from

the second column of Table 3.1, the maximum length, while the third digit I is chosen from

the third column of Table 3.1, the component material.

2. As seen in Figure 3.3, the second, third and fourth parts of the code (parts of a code are

separated by brackets [ ]) represents the extemal machined shapes, holes and internal

machined shapes other than holes. The second part has seven pairs of brackets ( ), i.e.

(1,13,101,0,9,2) (1,13,101,0,9,5) (1,44,50,0,0,3) (1,44,50,0,0,4) (1,64,138,0,8,1)

(2,17,5,50,0,0,3) (2,17,5,50,0,0,4). The first digit number in each pair of brackets ( ) is

chosen from the fust column of Table 3.2 and the other digit numbers in each pair of

brackets ( ) represents the attributes of the machined shape. For example, in the fust pair of

brackets, i.e. (1,13,101,0,9,2), number I represents the plane surface. Also Table 3.2 shows

the plane surface has five attributes: width, length, dimension tolerance, surface finish and

orientation. Thus, number 13, 101, 0, 9,2 represents the width, the length, the dimension

tolerance, the surface finish and the orientation, respectively. The numbers 13 and l0l

represents dimensions and are chosen from the first column of Table 3.5. The numbers 0, 9

and2 are chosen from the second, the third and the fourth column of Table 3.5, The same

procedure is followed for all machined surfaces identified in Figure 3.3.

The third part in the code of Figure 3.3 has three pairs of brackets ( ), i.e. (1,5,15,0,0,2)

(1,13,50,0,8,1) (4,38,64 ,6,0,7,2).T\e first digit number in each pair of brackets ( ) is chosen

from the first column of Table 3.3 and the other digit numbers in each pair of brackets ( )

represents the attributes of the machined shape. For example, in the first pair of brackets, i.e.

(1,5,15,0,0,2), number I represents the straight hole. Also Table 3.3 shows the straight hole

has five attributes: diameter, length, dimension tolerance, surface finish and orientation.

Thus, numbers 5, 15, 0, 0 and 2 represents the diameter, the length, the dimension tolerance,

the surface finish and the orientation, respectively. The numbers 5 and 15 represent
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dimensions and a¡e also chosen from first column of Table 3.5. The numbers 0, 0 and 2 are

chosen from the second, the third and the fourttr column of Table 3.5.

The fourth part in the code of Figure 3.3, i.e.[(O)], is the final part. The number 0 is chosen

from the first column of Table 3.4 and means the cubic component has no intemal machined

shape other than holes.
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3.3.2 A Flat Prßmatic Component Example

Figure 3.4 shows a flat prismatic component and its code. The component has three types of

extemal machined shapes: top and bottom plane surface (100x285), and external contour

flank. Thus, in the second part of the code (parts of a code are separated by brackets [ ])

there are three pairs of brackets 0 and each bracket represents one type of external machined

shape. Within each bracket ( ) the code digits are separated by coÍtmas and the code number

represents the machined shape definition and its attributes (the first digit number always

represents the machined shape definition).

The component also has two types of holes, $15mm through holes (six) and a S30mm

through hole. As described in the last section the same size and orientation of the machined

shapes a¡e considered as one type, such as the six $15mm holes which use the same cutting

tool. Thus, there are two pairs of brackets ( ) which represent the two types of holes in the

third part of the code (see Figure 3.4). Similarly, within each bracket ( ) the code digits are

separated by commas and the code number represents the machined shape definition and its

attributes (the first digit number always represents the machined shape defrnition). The

component has one type of internal machined shape other than the holes, and the five intemal

contour flanks.

The code of the flat prismatic component using the new classification and coding scheme is

as follows:

l. The code in the first bracket 12,6,ll describes the overall component. The first digit 2

means the overall shape has a length to width ratio <: 3 and the length to overall height ratio

> 4 and is chosen from the first column of Table 3.1. The second digit 6 is chosen from

second column of Table 3.1, the maximum length, while the third digit I is chosen from the

third column of Table 3.1, the component material.

2. As seen in Figure 3.4, the second, third and fourth parts of the code (parts of a code are

separated by brackets [ ]) represents the extemal machined shapes, holes and intemal

machined shapes other than holes. The second part has three pairs of brackets ( ), i.e.

--,+ Å?*i+ -,,*L^-:- ^^^1.. -^:- ^Ê\lrlvvrzoJrvrv)L) \lrlvvr.¿oJlvtvrv) \Jr'1v, lL)vrvrL). rllç lrlJl srérL rrwrrvvt ¡rr vsvrr
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brackets ( ) is chosen from the first column of Table 3.2 and the other digit numbers in each

pair of brackets ( ) represent the attributes of the machined shape. For example, in first pair

of brackets, i.e. (1,100,285,0,0,1), number I represents the plane surface which is chosen

from the first column of Table 3.2. Also Table 3.2 shows that the plane surface has five

attributes: width, length, dimension tolerance, surface finish and orientation. Thus, number

100,285, 0, 0 and 1 represents the width, the length, the dimension tolerance, the surface

finish and the orientation, respectively. The numbers 100 and 285 represent dimensions and

are chosen from the first column of Table 3.5. The numbers 0,0 and 1 are chosen from the

second, the third and the foufh column of Table 3.5, respectively. The same procedure is

followed for all machined surfaces identified in Figure 3.4.

The third part in the code of Figure 3.4 has two pairs of brackets ( ), i.e. (1,15,12,0,0,1)

(1,30,12,0,0,1).The first digit number in each pair of brackets ( ) is chosen from the first

column of Table 3.3 and the other digit numbers in each pair of brackets ( ) represent the

attributes of the machined shape. For example, in the first pair of brackets, i.e.

(1,15,12,0,0,1), number 1 represents the straight hole. Also Table 3.3 shows the straight hole

has five attributes: diameter, length, dimension tolerance, surface finish and orientation.

Thus, number 15,12,0, 0 and I represent the diameter, the length, the dimension tolerance,

the surface finish and the orientation, respectively. The numbers 15 and 12 represents

dimensions and are also chosen from the fust column of Table 3.5. The numbers 0, 0 and 1

are chosen from the second, the third and the fourth column of Table 3.5.

The fourtlr part in the code of Figwe 3.4, i.e.l(2,5,12,0,0,1)], is the final part. The fourth in

the code of Figure 3.4 has one pair of brackets ( ).The frst digit number 2 is chosen from the

first column of Table 3.4 and the other digit numbers in each pair of brackets ( ) represents

the attributes of the machined shape. Also Table 3.4 shows the intemal contour flank has five

attributes: minimum radius of concave, height, dimension tolerance, surface finish and

orientation. Thus, numbers 5,12,0, 0 and I represents the minimum radius of concave, the

height, the dimension tolerance, the surface finish and the orientation, respectively. The

numbers 5 and 12 represent dimensions and are also chosen from the first column of Table

3.5. The numbers 0, 0 and 1 are chosen from the second, the third and the fourth column of

Table 3.5.
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Chapter4.TheCodingSchemeBasedGenerativeCAPPExpertSystem

(csB-GCAPPES)

4.1 Overvierv of the CSB-GCAPPES

As stated in chapter 3 the goal of the GsB-GCAPPES is to assist the machinist in

determining an optimal process plan for a prismatic component' The reason for restricting

the GSB-GCAPPES to prismatic components is to make the procedure more tractable and

because there are currently not many generative CAPP systems for prismatic component

on the market. Compared to cylindrical components, prismatic components have more

complex manufacturing features, which makes the choice of optimum cutting tools and

machines more difficult. It is desirable to automate as much of the planning decision-

making as possible. CSB-GCAPPES assumes that the users have the design requirements of

the components and the relevant engineering drawings to hand' Also the system must have

access to data like: machine limitations, tooling availabihty and other process-related

manufacturing information. This data should be available from a computer knowledge base

to develop the detailed process plan'

The GSB-GCAPPES consists of eight modules as in the Figure 4'1' The eight process

planning modules which are built in CSB-GCAPPES to generate a detailed process plan

are: coding, blank selection, process selection, machine selection' cutting tool selection'

cutting condition(cutting speed, feed rate and cutting depÐ selection' process sequencing

and process documentation. A module is a part of the system with a well defined frnction

and well defined interfaces to both the other modules of the system and the users' Every

module in the CSB-GCAPPES is based on the knowledge of basic machining processes'

cutting tools, NC milling machines and cutting conditions such as cutting speed' feed rate

and cutting depth. This knowledge comes from work-shop experience and reference

materials

The csB-GCAPPES generates the code of the component automaticalty and stores the

code in the knowledge base. The blank selection module decides on a blank size based on

the overall component shape and the maximum length code digit from level l ' The pfocess

selection mocltrle decides the working operations based on the level two information

q
1tj

¡

t
I
I

I

I
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I

carried by the code. The machine, cutting tool and cutting condition selection modules

select the best choice for each operation based on the level three digit values of the code.

The process sequencing module decides the best sequence of operations depending on the

minimum component setups and the minimum tool changes, Finally, the process document

module produces a detailed process plan for the component.

USER

Figure 4.1 The Coding Scheme Based Generative CAPP Expert System(CSB-GCAPPES)

The knowledge base is accessible by all modules. For building the CSB-GCAPPES and its

knowledge base, an expert system building tool, ART-IM, is used.

In CSB-GCAPPES, the user interface is a window-based input and ouþut. The users can

easily interface with the system using the computer keyboard. A mouse oriented

environment is desired but because of the time limitation it is recommended as future

work.

4.2 Knowledge Representation of the CSB-GCAPPES

The tooling knowledge including tools and machines knowledge are encoded in the expert

system as focts and schema. A fact is a f,urdamental piece of knowledge sitting in the

knowledge base. For example, fact number 2 says that the cutting tool is a face-milling cutter
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with öl5mm diameter. This is encoded as: Ê2 (cutting-tool face-milling-cutter diameter-

$15mm), Thus, afact is just a simple statement linking various pieces of information.

A schema is a collection of facls that represents a single object (or class of objects). A

schema is similar to a frame representation which includes somefacts. A frame may include

several slots (a slot is usually a piece of information) and can also be related to other frames.

The facts in a schema are like slots in a frame. For instance, a group of face-milling cutters

can be represented easily as:

(defschema face-milling-cutter

þrocess-capability plane-surface)

(minimum-diameter 40))

In this example, the schema face-milling-cutter includes the information that all face-milling

cutters can produce the plane swface and that the minimum diameter of face-milling cutters

is 40mm.

In CSB-GCAPPES, the operational knowledge is expressed by rules. A rule is an

"IF-THEN" statement similar in principle to those in BASIC or FORTRAN propgamming

languages. More precisely, arule is defined as a set of conditions associated with a proposed

set of actions. The conditions must be/ac ts or schema. A rule is "fired" when the conditions

are matched in the knowledge base. A rule is "fired" means any action specified in the rule

will be taken. For example, suppose a rule exists to select a face-milling cutter to produce a

plane surface, CSB-GCAPPES uses the following rule:

(defrule plane-surface-cutting-tool-selection

(geometrical-shape plane-surface)

(material mild-steel)

:)

(assert(mild-steel plane-surface (face-milling-cutter material-tool-steel)))

þrintout t "The cutting tool for the mild steel plane surface is a face-milling cutter

whose material is tool steel" t))
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The symbol (:>) is used in ART-IM to separate the conditions pattern and the

portions of a rule. The actions in this rule are to add the new/acr: (mild-steel

(face-milling-cutter material-tool-steel)), to the knowledge base and print on the

sentence: 'The cutting tool for the mild steel plane surface is a face-milling cutter

material is tool steel.

In the CSB-GCAPPES, the process knowledge is represented by the facts, the schemas and

the rules and thus is knowledge about the capabilities of manufacturing processes. Machines

and cutting tools decide the capabilities of a manufacturing process. Thus, the knowledge

base must also store all information about the available machines and cutting tools. Though

the inforniation of the machines and the cutting tools are different from one work-shop to

another, a general form of information such as type and size of machines, material and

geometry of cutting tools can be found. The CSB-GCAPPES stores the knowledge in

generic terms so that it can be used in different work shops.

4.3 The Inference Engine of the CSB-GCAPPES

An expert system is a computer program which encodes the knowledge symbolically and

consists of a knowledge base and an inference engine. The knowledge is contained in the

knowledge base as explained in section 4.2,while the inference engine controls the reasoning

to reach a conclusion, i.e. the inference engine determines the sequence in which the rules are

applied. In the process planning expert system, the inference engine applies the process

knowledge in the knowledge base to select the process, the machine and the cutting tools,

etc.

The inference engine in the CSB-GCAPPES uses an "agenda cycle" algorithm available in

ART-IM. This means that when the conditions of the rules are matched with facts and

schemas in the knowledge base, the rules are placed on the agenda. The rules on the agenda

can have a fixed or random firing order. After a rule fires, CSB-GCAPPES executes the rule.

If the knowledge base has some alterations then the rules in CSB-GCAPPES are rechecked

against thefacts and schemas in the knowledge base. The agenda is clea¡ed and the new rules

which are matched with /acls and schemas in the knowledge base are placed on the agenda
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and another rule fires. Thus, the agenda is re-evaluated each time a rule fires and the "agenda

cycle" continues until the users stops the CSB-GCAPPES or until the agenda runs out of

activations.
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Chapter 5. The CSB-GCAPPES PROTOTYPE

The capabilities of the prototype system are presented in this chapter by using two examples'

The two examples demonstrates the basic principles of the prototype system and illustrates

the generation of the code of components and process plan for component production.

The eight functional modules of the generative CAPP expert system analyses the code of the

component and determines which sequence of processes and cutting tools are capable of

producing the component. Thus, the list of processes and cutting tools generated by the

modules match the component's design and manufacturing requirements with the capabilities

of the available manufacturing processes.

5.1 The Automatic Coding Module

The automatic coding (code inpuÐ module accepts the component's design information

(component code value of each digit) and stores the code in the knowledge base so that other

modules can generate the process plan.

The coding module automatically provides the list of each digit as shown in Figwe 5.1 to the

users on the screen. The users chooses one of values according to the component design

description or engineering drawings and keys in each value of the code. Thus, even if the

user does not know the new coding scheme he/she can generate a component code. The code

seleotion procedure is the same as the manual procedure which is described in Chapter 3.

When all the values have been selected the coding module stores the code in the knowledge

base as facls and schemas (Table 5. l) and also saves it as a text file on the hard drive for

fuhue use.

The code of the cubic component, which is shown in Figure 3.3, is U,4,ll [(1,13'101,0,9,2)

(1,13,101,0,9,5) (1,44,50,0,0,3) (1,44,50,0,0,4) (1,64,138,0,8,1) (2,17 ,5,50,0,0,3)

(2,17,5,50,0,0,4)] [(1,5,15,0,0,2) (1,13,50,0,8,1) (4,38,64,6,0,7,2)\ [(0)]. The representation

of the code in the knowledge base is shown in Table 5.1.
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The code of the flat component, which is shown in Figure 3.4, is 12,6,ll [(1,100,285,0,0,1)

(1,100,285,0,0,6) (5,40,r2,0,0,2)] [(1,15,12,0,0,1) (1,30,12,0,0,1)] [(2,5,12,0,0,1)]. The

representation of the code in the knowledge base is shown in Table 5.2.

Please lnput the value of your component(0-3), then press Enter:

Figure 5.1 Interface windows

I cublc components, AtB<=3, A/C<=4 (A = length, B = width, C = height)
do not knowl

A/B<=3, AIC>1flat components,

Please eshap
C=height)

base reset
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Tab

Ir,¿,

5.1 The Facts of the cubic component Example code values

t(

ValuesThe Facts of the Level l Code

( t-l-1-overall-shaPe I (digit-1-2-maximum 4), (digit-l-3-material 1)

The Focls of the External Machined Code Values

1 0 I I ), ( 1 I 0 I ), I I 9 I ), 2- I I 2 I ).
I I I ), (digit-2- I I -width l3 I ( digit-2- I I

2), (dieit-2- I 1 -orientation 5 2).
digit 2- I I -width I J 2), (digit-2- I I length I 0 I 2), (digit-z-I I -dimension-tolerance 0 2), (digit-2- I I -surface-fnish 9

I I 2), (
-length 50 3), (disiÈ2- I I -dimension-tolerance 0 J ), (digit-2- I I -surface-finish 0 J ), (digit-2- I I -orientation 3 J)

( I I J ), (digit-2- I I -width I44 3), (digit-2- I I
), (digit-2- I I -orientation 4 4).(digit-2- I I -length 50 4), (digit-2- I I -dimension-tolerance 0 4), (digit-2- I I -surface-finish 0 4

digit-2- I I -width t44 4),I I 4), (
(digit-2- I I -surface- fìnish s), (digit-2- I I -orientation I 5).

I I 5), (digit-z-I I -width 64 s), ( digit-Z- I I -length I J 8 5 ), (digit-z- I I -dimension-tolerance 0 5),
(

length 50 6), (digit-z-1 -2-dimension-tolerance 0 6), (digit-2- I -2-surface-finish 0 6), (digit-2- I
I 2 6), (digit-2- I -2-width I 7 6), (digit-2- I -2-height 5 6), (digit-Z- I -2-

J 6).
-tolerance 0 7), (digit-2- I 2-surface-furish 0 7), (disit-2- I

digit 2- I -2-height 5 7), (digit-2- I -2- length 50 '7), ( digit-2- I -2-dimension
I 2 7), (digit-2- I -2-width I 7 7), (

4 7).

The Facts of the Holes Code values

-diameter 5 I ), (digit-2-2- 1 length I 5 I ), ( I -dimension-tolerance 0 1 ), (digit-2- )_ 1 -surface-finish 0 1 )
( 1 1 ) (digit-2-

.ì I
2-l-orientation2 l).
2 | 2), (digít-2-2-r-diameter 13 2), (digft-2-2-l-lenglh 50 2), (digit-2-2-l-dimension-tolerance 0 2), (digit-2-2-l-swface-finish 8 2),

2-2- I -orientation 1 2)
6 J) (digi t-2-2-4-dimension-tolerance 0 J),

(
(

2-2 4 a
J ) (digit-2-2-4-diameter J 8 J), (digit-a 2-4-lengþ 64 a

J ), (digit-.' 2-4-groove-diameter

-4-surface-frnish 7 J), (digit-2-2- 1 -orientation 2 J)

The Facts of the Internal Machined Shapes Code values

2-3
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5.2 The Facts of the Flat Component Example Code Values

t] [(t,t00,285,0,0,1) (1,t00,285,0,0,6) (5,40,12,0,0,2)] [(r,r5,12,0,0,1) (1,30,12,0,0,r)] [(z's'12'0'0'1)]

),I

(
(

03

(

ShapesFacts ValuesThe of the External Machined Code

-shape 2), (digit 6), (digit-I 1 -overall 1 2-mÐ(lmum- -3I -material I
Tlne Føcts of the Level l Code Digit Values

The Facts of the Holes Code Values

ll
1-1

ll
t-l
15

-orientation I 1).

2), (díglt-2-l-l-width 100 2), (digit-2-1-l-length 285 2), (digit-2-1-l-dimension-tolerance 0 2), (digit-2-l-l-surface-finish 0 2),

-orientation 6 2).

3), (digit-2-l-5-minimum-radius 40 3), (digir2-1-5-height 12 3),(digit-2-1-5-dimension-tolerance 0 3), (digit-2-1-5-surface-finish

1-S-orientation 2 3)

2-

2-
2-

1-l-digit-2-I ) ( 1 I width 1 00 1 ),
-surface-finish 0 1),-tolerance 0 l), (digit-2-I-l-dimension285 I ) ( 2- 1 I

-diu*.t., 30 2), (digit-2-2-l-length 12 2), (digit-2-2-1-dimension-tolerance 0 2), (digit-2-2-1-stttface-finish 0 2),

l-surface-finish 0 l),
(dísit-2-2 -diameter (digit- -dimension-tolerance (disit-2-2-

r-2-2 1 I ), I 5 1 ), (digit-2-2- 1 -length I2 1 ), 2-2- I 0 I ),

-2-2-l -onentation 1 2).
-2-2 | 2), (digit-2-2-l

t-2-1-l-orientation I 1)

finish 00 1 ), (digit-2-3-2-swface-12l), (digit-2-3-2-dimension-tolerance

diei t-2-3-2-onefiarion 1 1)

5 1), (digit-2-3-2-t-2- 2-minimum2 1 ), (digi 3- -radius

MachinedThe Føcts of the Internal Shapes Code values
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5.2 Blank Selection Module

The blank is the raw material from which the component is to be made. Blank selection

depends on the component's geometry. At present CSB-GCAPPES is restricted to

prismatic components and hence the blanks are prismatic i.e. they can be specified by X, Y

andZ dimensions. Table 5.3 shows the blank data in the CSB-GCAPPES'

Table 5.3 Blank Data

A:2000, B:666A:2000, B: 1000, C+00A:2000, B: 1000, C:800

A:1000, 8:333A:1000, B:500, C:I00A:1000, 8:500, C:350

A:600, 8:199A:600, 8=250, C=50A:600, B:250,C:200

A:360, B:l 19A:360, B:180, C:30A:360, B:180, C:150

A:240,8:79A:2.40,8:120,C:25A:240, B:120, C:100

A:160, B:53A:160, B=100, C:20A:160, B:100, c:60

A:100, B:33A=100, B:50, C:15A:100, B:50, C:35

A:50, B:16A:50, B=25, C:I0A:50, B:25, C:20

A:16, B:5A:16, 8=6, C:3A:16, B:10, C:5

Long Component
(A/ps)

Flat Component
(4./B<=3, A/C>4)

Cubic Component
(A/B<:3, NC<=4)

The above data is stored in the knowledge base of CSB-GCAPPES as/acls and schemas.

The data is set to three groups of schemes: (i) Cubic-Prismatic-Blank, (ii)Flat-Prismatic-

Blank and (iii) Long- Prismatic-Blank. Some of the schemas for blank data selection are:

(defschema Cubic-Prismatic-B lank

(Length $?)

(width $?)

(Height $?)

(Materials $?))

The "$?" stands in place of several elements of a fact by a segment operator "$" with a

wildcard "?"
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If the data is 16, 10 and 5 then the schema becomes

(defschema Cubic- Prismatic-Blank-1

(Length 16)

(width 10)

(Height 5)

(is-a Cubic-Prismatic-Blank)

The "is-a" symbol is one of system-defined inheritance relations in ART-IM. It allows

.child' schemas to inherit/acfs from'parent' schemas.In the above example the schema,

Cubic- Prismatic-Blank- 1, is a'child' schema of Cubic-Prismatic-Blank.

If the data is 100, 50, and 15, then the schema becomes

(defschema Flat-Prismatic-Blank-3

(Length 100)

(width s0)

(Height l5)

(is-a Flat-Prismatic-Blank))

The selection of blanks depends on level one values of the code, i.e. the overall shape, the

maximum length and the material. The rules to choose the blank from the knowledge base

depends on the type of components. For the cubic component example the rule is:

(defrule Component-B lank-Selection

(digit-1 -l -overall-shaPe l)

(digit- 1 -2-mædmum-length 4)

(digit-l -3-material l)
:)

(assert (component-blank

(is-a Cubic-Prismatic-Blank-4)))
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The term "assert" is a system-defined function which adds new facts or schemas to the

knowledge base. The component blank data for the cubic component is shown in Table

5.4. The blank data is not only stored in the knowledge base, but also saved as a text file.

Table 5.4 The Blank Facts for the Cubic Component Example

(material mild-steel)
(heisht 60)
(width 100)

(length 160)
The Blank Facts for Cubic Component

Similarly, the component blank facts for the flat component are shown in Table 5'5. Thus,

the blank data of the new component has been stored in the knowledge base to be used by

the rules in other modules such as the process selection module and the plan

documentation module.

Table 5.5 The Blank Facts of the Flat Component Example

(material mild-steel)
(height 30)
(width 180)

(length 360)
The Blank Facts for Flat Component

5.3 The Process Selection Module

A process is defined as the ability to produce a particular component feature or to meet a

particular component requirement. The process selection module selects the processes for

each machined shape. For example, a plane surface may need two operations, rough cut

and finish cut, depending on the surface finish. Each operation has different cutting

conditions or may use different tools. Another example is a large hole which may need one

drilling operation and one boring operation. Thus, the process selection module of the

CSB-GCAPPES decides the operations needed.

The process selection module contains the machined shape production capability
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code level two values. The shape producing capabilities of a process is the geometrical

shape a specific machining operation can produce. The level two values of the code

represent the machined shapes of a component.

In this prototype system, only the machined shapes shown in Table 5.6 are considered,

these are: plane surface, step, slot, pocket, contour and straight hole' The shape producing

capability knowledge base is based on the information in Table 5.6.

Table 5.6 Shape Process Capability

drillingstraight hole

end milling long edge cutter or ballnose endmillcontour

end milling round insert endmill or endmill

facemillface using square shoulder

(if surface finish Ra is 3.2¡tm or less then has rough and

finish
end using facemill

milling using endmillslot
step

plane surface

ProcessesMachined ShaPes

In the process selection module, the level two values and the surface finish values of level

three a¡e used to reason the most appropriate processes and operations. For the cubic

component example, one of the reasoning rules is:

(defrule process-selection

(digit-2-l 1 1)

(digit-2- I - I -surface-finish 8 I )

:)

þrintout t "The process is plane surface rough cut and plane surface finish cut." t)

(assertþrocess 1 plane-surface-rough-cut)

(lrocess I plane-surface-finish-cuÐ))

Table 5.7 and Table 5.8 give the detailedfacts in the CSB-GCAPPES for the cubic

component and the flat component for the process selection.
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Table 5.7 The Facts of the Cubic Component Process Selection

Table 5.8 The Facts of the Flat Component Process Selection

External Machined ShaPesThe Process,lî¿cfs for the

I strai ght-hole-drilling), , (process 32 3 milling)
The Process.F-øcls for the Holes

step-end-milling),plane-
face-milling),

surface-
þrocess J

finish-cut) þrocess 6

(process 4

(process 7

plane-surface-
step-end-

(process straight le-drilling), 21 -ho

(process 2 milling),
CSS I 3 contour-flank-end-milling).

The Process Facts for the External Machined Shapes

þrocess I contour-flank

Machined ShapesThe Process Føcfs for the Internal

The Process Føcls for the Holes
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5.4 The tool selection module

The process selection module selects a set of feasible processes and operations for each

machined shape. The most appropriate cutting tools are then selected for each process.

Cutting tools have the capabilities to produce different machined shapes and their choice is

dependent on the dimension, the tolerance and the surface finish of the machined shapes.

The capability of milling tools is shown in Table 5.9 and the cutting tools capabilities

knowledge base in the CSB-GCAPPES is built from the information in this table. The

knowledge comes from work-shop practice and SANDVIK (SANDVIK, 1994).

Table 5.9 Cutting Tools Capability Knowledge

Drills of endmillStraight hole

Ballnose endmill or long edge cuttersContour

Round insert endmill or endmillPocket

EndmillSlot

FacemillStep

Square shoulder facemillsPlane surface

Cutting TooI TypeMachined Shapes

In the tool selection module, the tool selection rules return a set of feasible tools which

depends on the values from level two and level three. The tool knowledge base uses/acfs

and relational schema.s. Each knowledge record stores information on the tool number,

tool type, dimension and material. Table 5.10 gives the cutting tools used in the CSB-

GCAPPES prototype.

Table 5.10 The Cutting Tools In the CSB-GCAPPES

HSSDiameter 013, 038DrillT09, T10

HSSDiameter $6Ballnose endmillT08

HSSJDiameter

þ2s
0s, 015,End millsT05, T06, T07

HSSDiameter 05, 015,
þ2s

Long edge cutterT02, T03, T04

Carbide6Diameter $100Face millT01

MaterialTeeth
Number

Dimension
(mm)

Tool TypeTool No.

The tool material selection is based on the blank material. Suggested tool material is taken

tïom ref'erence handbooks and in the CSB-GCAPPES only high speed steel (HSS) and
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carbide tipped tools are used. The tool geometry selected is based on the geometry of the

machined shape which comes from the level th¡ee digit values of the code. The tool type is

determined by the process which is selected by the process selection module and stored in

the knowledge base. Table 5.11 and Table 5.12 show the cutting tools used for the cubic

component example and the flat component example, respectively.
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Table 5.11 The Cutting Tools Used for the Cubic Component

Table 5.12 The Cutting Tools Used for the Flat Component

Th Cutting External ShaMachinede Tools for the pes

þrocess 2 straight-hole-drilling T09 drill-Q 1 3), (process 3 straight-hole-drilling T10

milling ball-end-mill-$
straight-hole-drilling T05 end-mill-$5),

drill 38), þrocess 3

(process I

The Cutting Tools for the Holes

T07 end-mill-020).0 þrocess 7

face-milling

end-mill-rou

þroce SS

gh-cut

I

TO

plane-surface-
I face-mill

plane-surface-
face-milling

-0 1

TO

00

1

),

face-
(process

TO

mill-Q
I

5

I 00),

face-mill-0 I
(process

plane-surface-
4

00)

finish
plane-

-cut

(proces S

TO

2

1

surface-
face-mill-0 1

face-milling
plane-surface-

TO

00),
1

(proceSS

face-milling
face-mill

6

-0
TO

I
1

00),
face-

(pro
ml lt

CESS

-0 1

step-end-milling
5

00),

TO7

plane-
(process

surface-

J

s).straight-hole-drillingþrocess I TO6 end-ml[-0 I 5), 2 straight-hole-drilling T07 end-mi
The Cutting Tools for the Holes

(process 2 plane-surface-face-milling

contour-flank-end T04long s).
(process T01 face-mill-Q100), (process 3I plane-surface-face-milling T01 face-mill-$ 100),

Cutting ShapThe Tools for the External Machined es

I contour-fl ank-end-milling T02
CuttingThe Tools for the Internal Machined Shapes
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5.5 Machine Selection Module

In this CSB-GCAPPES prototype only two CNC milling machines are used. Table 5.13

shows the specification of these two machines. However, this can easily be extended.

Table 5.13 Machines

420 - 5000X: 155 mm, Y: 125 mm
Z: 100 mm

DYNA DM24OO

60 - 4200X:720 mm, Y: 410 mm
Z:460 mm

OCUMA-HOWA 6M CNC

MILLING MACHINE

SPINDLE
SPEED(rpm)

MAXIMUM COMPONENT
SIZE MACHINED

TYPE

The machine selected depends on the values of the overall shape and maximum length

codes of the component as well as the cutting tool speed. Thus, the machine used for the

cubic component and the flat component is the OCUMA-HOWA 6M CNC milling

machine.

5.6 Cutting Conditions Selection Module

Cutting conditions include cutting speed, feed rate and depth of cut' The knowledge of

selecting the cutting conditions comes from work-shop experience. Table 5.14 shows the

cutting speed for HSS cutting tool material. If carbide tipped cutters are used, the cutting

speeds given in the table can be multiplied by 4. The formula to convert the cutting speed

in meters/min to the spindle spcutl is as follows:

Spindle Speed(rpm) r 300 *Cutting Speed(m/min)/Tool Diameter(mm)

Table 5.14 Cutting Speed for HSS Cutting Tools

20Cast Iron

60Brass

100Aluminium

30Mild Steel

Cutting speed(m/min)Material
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The feed rate is calculated by the following formula:

Feed:T*R*N

T-Chip thick(mm/tootþ (Table 5. I 5)

R-Spindle Speed(rpm)

N-Number of Tool Teeth

Table 5.15 Chip Thickness

0.300.100.040.150.050.02Chip Thick
mm/tooth

>025þ12-þ2s<012>þ2sþ12-þ2s<þt2Tool I)iameter
mm

Aluminium, Brass, Cast IronMild Steel

Also from work-shop experience, the depth of cut for drills and end mills should not

exceed Y, the diameter of the cutter and it is recommended for finish cuts to increase

cutting speeds and reduce feedrates by approx 50o/o and to use climb milling (i.e up

milling). Thus, the cutting conditions selection rules are written and based on the

component material values and the tool diameters which are both stored in the knowledge

base by the tool selection module. Table 5.16 and Table 5.17 give the cutting condition

facts for the cubic component and the flat component, respectively.
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T 5.16 The Cutting Conditions for the Cubic Component

T 5.17 The Cutting Conditions for the Flat Component
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5.7 Sequencing of Processes Module

The sequencing of the processes module chooses the suitable operations sequence for the

final plan. Generally, there is always more than one process sequence which is feasible to

produce a particular characteristic of a component. The objective of the process

sequencing module is to minimise the time which is needed to produce a component.

In the CSB-GCAPPES two factors are taken into consideration to minimise the time. The

first factor is to minimise the number of workpiece setups. Thus, the rules in the CSB-

GCAPPES search the facts of the machined shapes orientation. The machined shapes with

the same orientation code value will be manufactured together.

The second factor is the availability of a cutting tool to perform the required process to

minimise the number of tool changes. After considering the orientation code values, the

rules in the CSB-GCAPPES will search the cutting tools facts in the knowledge base to

find the processes which use the same cutting tool. Table 5.18 and Table 5.19 give the

process sequence for the cubic component and the flat component, respectively.

Table 5.18 The Process Sequence forthe Cubic Component

plane- surface-face-mil ling I 0 1 X 1 3 orientation back face-mi il-o I 00
step-end-milling I 7 X 5 X 50 orientation- left end-mill-020

groove-end ball-end-mill-06
5 orientation-front 5

lane-surface-face-milling 5 0x44 orientation-ri ght face- 100

l7x5x50 orientation- end-mill-Q20

plane- surface-face-mill mg 5 0 x44 orientation- left face-mill 100

38 orientation-front 8

plane-surface- I 0 1 x I 3 orientation-front face-mill-{ 100
straight-ho1e-drilling 0 1 J orientation-top drill-Q I a

J

plane-surface-finish -cut 1 J 8 x64 orientation-top face-mill 1 00
plane-surface- rough-cut I J 8X64 orientation-top face-mill 100

il

I

I
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Table 5.19 The Process Sequence for the Flat Component

5.8 The Plan l)ocumentation Module

The plan documentation generates a standard process plan and prints the result on the

screen. It combines all text files generated by the selection modules and also saves the

final process plan as a text file so that the user can retrieve it later. Table 5.20 and Table

5.21 show the final process plans for the cubic component and the flat component,

respectively.

plane-surface- 285x I 00 orientation-bottom face-mill 100

contour-fl ank-end-milling minimum-radius-{40 orientation- front long-edge-cutter-

þ2s

contour-fl ank-end-milling minimum
straight-hole-drilling 0 orientation-top
straight- 15 orientation-top end-mill 15

plane-surface-face- 285x I 00 orientation-top 100
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5.20 Final Process Plan for the Cubic Component

p
s1

p
S1

p

S1

ob

s1

p

sl

p

p

Mach
Blanl
Mate

ane-surface-rough-cut -o spindle-speed -of-cut-10
1 J 8x64 TO 1 face-mill 1 00 J 60 feed-324

milling machineOCUMA-HOWA 6M CNC

mild-steel
length 160, width 100, height 60

face-milling -0 360 feed-324 dePth5 0x44 TO 1 face-mill I 00 -of-cut-10
-milling depth-of-cut-5

1 7x5 X 5 0 T07 end-mill -360 feed-S4

speed-36 depth-of-cut
surface- face-milling 50x44 TO 1 face-mill -ö 1 00 0 feed-3 24 1 0

Q5 T05 end 1800 feed-36
T08 ball-end-mill 1500 feed-225

ght-ho 038 T10 drill-$38 indle-speed -23 6 feed-3 5
ling -0 60 feed-324 depth-of-cut- Iface-mil I 0 1 X I J TO 1 face-mill I 00 0

ght-hole-drill l3 T09 drill-$13 speed-690 feed-34
-0 spindle-speed- ling-cut-10fìnishane-surfàce- -cut I J 8 X 64 TO I face-mill 00 720 feed 1 62

100 -360 feed-324face-milling I 0 I X I J TO I l0
depth-of-cut-5l7x5x50 T07 end-mill-Q25 feed-54
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Tabte 5.21 Final Process Plan for the Flat Component

plane-surface- face-milling feed-324 depth-of-cut- 1 0285x1 00 TO I face-mill 1 00
contour-flank milling -radius-$40 360 feed-l8-end- mlmmum T04 5
contou¡-flank -end-milling -radius-$5 -1800 feed-36mlnlmum T02 5

T07 end- 360 feed-l85

15 T06 15 feed-30
face-millin g 285x1 00 T0 I face- spindle-speed-3 depth-of-cut-1 00 60 feed-324 I 0

Blank: length 360, width 180, height 60

Material: mild-steel

Machine: OCUMA-HOWA 6M CNC milling machine
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Chapter 6. Results

The evaluation of the results is focused on two distinct items:

- the new classification and coding scheme,

- the process planning expert system.

6.1 The New Classilication And Coding Scheme

The new coding and classification scheme is capable of representing three levels of

information of a prismatic component: the overall description, the machined shape definition

and the attributes of the machined shape. Different types (i.e. cubic, flat and long) of

prismatic component have been coded for testing. A paper (Jiang et al, 1997) about the new

classification and coding scheme has been presented at the Third Asia Pacific Conference on

Materials Processing, Hong Kong, November 1996 and is also published in the Journal of

Materials Processing Technology.

The new classification and coding scheme has flexible digt length, i.e.the more machined

shapes the component has, the more digits the code has. This structure ensures the code

captures enough design and manufacturing information such as the overall shape, the raw

material, the maximum size of the component and, the dimensions, the tolerance, the surface

finish and the orientation of each machined shape.

In most cxisting classification and coding schemes, the choice of values for each ctigit is 0-9,

i.e. the maximum number of choices for each digit is ten. The advantage of the new

classification and coding scheme is that its digit value choice can have more than ten

numbers. This structure enhances the ability for the new classification and coding scheme to

represent more detailed information of the component for process planning.

6.2 The Process Planning Expert System

The expert process planning prototype system combines component information and process

information to develop processing sequencing for prismatic components. The machining

processes considcrcd by the expert process planning systetn are those commonly usccl to
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produce prismatic components but can be extended to other manufacturing components' The

decision making process used by the expert process planning system is not dependent on the

specific machine tools used in each of these processes, and the program can easily be

expanded.

Since no two manufacturing facilities are exactly alike, it is important for the user to be able

to tailor a process planning system to suit the particular facility. The expert CAPP system has

been designed with the flexibility to allow such modifications to be made easily'

The primary objective of this research work is to illustrate the use of the group technology

principle of component classification and coding and expert system methodology in

automated process planning for machined components. The result obtained from the system

have shown that it is possible to use a well designed component code to determine a process

plan, and the system has therefore met the primary objective of this research'

The basic goal of this research work was achieved. A paper about the code-based process

planning expert system (Jiang et al, 1998) has been accepted for publication in the Journal of

Expert Systems with Applications. However, as true of most researches, there were extemal

factors that imposed restrictions on this work'
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Chapter 7. Conclusion

This research project has been undertaken to investigate the application of an automated

process planning system for prismatic component manufacturing. The automated process

planning system is an important part of a CIM system. However, the manufacturing industry

has no current effective automated process planning system. The main problems include:

o current systems require much time and effort to prepare and enter the required data,

o current systems are complex and take longer to install in a company,

o current systems are diffrcult to be adapted to a company's specific product, procedures

and practices.

Recently, generative process planning systems have been the main research area. In order to

design a complete generative process planning system, a un-ambiguous component

representation is needed, which provides the process planning system with the input data.

Different modules for the various decision-making processes and a uniform user interface, a

conìmon data base and interfaces to other systems are also required.

A coding and classification scheme and an expert process planning prototype system for

prismatic machined components have been developed in this resea¡ch work. The new

classification and coding scheme captures enough design and manufacturing data for input to

the CAPP system. The automated coding module is user friendly and is integrated with the

expert system for generation of the process plan. It is fleúble and allows for expansion.

The expert process planning prototype system has demonstrated that the expert system

methodology facilitates specification, implementation and modification of the required

process planning knowledge. Modules for documenting, organising and using the available

manufacturing process information were also illustrated.
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Chapter 8. Future Work

8.1 Expending the Generative CAPP Expert System

Efficient, computerised procedures for detailing all manufacturing processes are necessary

before complete automated process ptanning system can be developed. However, the CSB-

GCAPPES developed in this research work has not covered all geometry which will have to

be included in an effective CAPP system. The following list shows some extensions and

modification which still have to be implemented in the CSB-GCAPPES:

- free form surfaces,

- th¡eads in holes,

- relative and absolute position of machined shapes.

Continued research in the area of communication with other systems in CIM, and to provide

mouse-oriented user interface and knowledge base update would be the logical extension of

the resea¡ch described in this thesis. Thus, the development of techniques incorporating all

functions into automated process planning systems should therefore receive future attention.

8.2 Integrating the Generative CAPP Expert System with CAD systems

The effective interface between CAD database and CSB-GCAPPES systems is also a major

future work. The CSB-GCAPPES has been designed for code values which are deciclecl by

the user with prompt from the expert system. This is however quite time consuming and

converting the new coding scheme into a computer interactive coding system directly with a

CAD system would prove to be very beneficial to potential users.

An automatic coding system can be built which can analyse the solid model of a component

and generate a GT code through the identification of form features. Henderson and

Musti(Henderson and Musti, 1988) have done significant research in this area. More research

is, however, still needed.
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Appendix : Part Program of the CSB-GCAPPES

(defglobal ?+digitl.lr = rr

0 do not knorv
I cubic components, A,/B<=3, NC<=4(A: length, B =width, C = height)
2 flat components, Àts<=3, A/C>4
3 long components, A/B>3
")

(defglobal ?+digitl.2r = rr

0 do not know
I A<:16 (A = length)
2 16<A<:50
3 50<A<=100
4 100<A<=160
5 160<A<=240
6240<A<:360
7 360<A<:600
I 600<A<=1000
9 1000<A<=2000
l0 2000<A " )

(defglobal ?+digitl.3i = tr

0 do not know
I mild steel

2 hardened steel

3 stainless steel
4 tool steel
5 cast iron
6 heat resistant alloys
7 titanium
8 aluminium
9-brass")

(defglobal ?+dig¡t2.I+ = rr

0 no extemal feafure
I plane surface
2 step

3 slot
4 pocket
5 contour
6 sculptured surface ")

(defglobal lrdi5it2.2' = tt

0 no holes
I straight hole
2 one side stepped hole .

3 two sides stepped hole
4 screw hole
5 toporod hole
6 hole with circular groove

7 hole with axial groove ßeyway) ")

(defglobal ?{digit2.3r = n

0 no intemal feature(other than hole)
I plane surface
2 contour flank
3 sculptured surface ")

(defglobal ?*digit3.lr = rr

00
tl
22
f3
44
55
66
77
88
99
l0 l0
nll
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N N-)

(defglobal ?+digit3.2* = il

0 no tolerance requiremelrt
I Grade 01

2 Grade 0
3 Grade I
4 Grade 2

5 Grade 3

6 Grade 4
7 Grade 5

I Grade 6

9 Grade 7

l0 Grade 8

I I Crade 9
12 Grade l0
13 Grade ll
14 Grade 12

l5 Grade 13

16 Grade 14

17 Grade l5
l8 Grade 16")

(defglobal ?*digi8.3* :''
0 no surface finish requirement

I 0.025
2 0.05
3 0.1

40.2
5 0.4
6 0.8
7 1.6

8'3.2
9 6.3

l0 l2.s
lt 25
12 50 ")

(defglobal ?+digit3.4r = il

0 do not know
I Top
2 Front
3 Right
4 Left
5 Back
6 Bottom
')

*t t+ * **tt*+tÍ* tl++ll*l+*++l **+ t++t+tal**+l*ll**l +*tl+l+t
(def-art-fu n code-text (?inPut)

(close ?input)
(bind ?inputl (open "code.b<t" "r"))
(bind ?input2 (read-line ?inPutl))
(printoutt?input2t )
(close ?inputl))

rr++t+*trtltl*+tatll*l**t++tll*llttttllll+l+l*l+l+ti+*al*l+*ll{+ta+t

(def-art-fu n plan-text (?plan)

(close ?plan)
(bind ?planl (open "plan.btt" "r"))
(bind ?plan2 (readlinc ?Planl))
(pr¡ntoutt?plan2t )
(close ?planl))

tlaittt++ttttlltt+lall*'l'l*l+la+tltlal+a*i+laaltlalattlalli*+*

(DEFRULE dígit-l.l
(INITIAL.FACT)

(PRINTOLIT T nWelconte to thc Gcncrativç CAPP Expqrt Systcm(CÇAPPES) for prismntic

compononts milling operation machining." T
"Please selcct the value of following options which describes the overall shape
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olyour cornponent (A=length B=$,idth C:he ight)"
'l' ?{digitt. I * T "Please input the value ofyour component(0-3), then press Enter:"
r)

(BIND?disit-l.l (READ))
(ASSERT (digit-l.l ?disiþ1.1))
(bind ?input (open "code.Bt" "a"))

(printout ?input
"Your component code is:" '[' ?digit-l.l ",")

(code-text ?input)

)
t*t+****++{****f, +il*{+*ti*tttil**ll**lll+l+ll*tt***+++l*+++t*t

(DEFRULE disit-1.2
(digit-1. I ?digit-1. l)

(PRINTOUT T "Please select the value from the following
options which describe the maximum length of your component" T
?*digitl.2* T "Please inputthe value ofyour component code:
,T)

(BIND ?digit-1.2 (READ))
(assert (digit-1.2 ?digit-1.2))
(bind ?input (open "code.txt" "a"))
(printout ?input ?digit-1.2 ",")
(code-text ?input)

)

**t+******it**i*l*l+**l*i*ll*t**tl***t*****ltl+t*ltt**l+*****l

(DEFRULE digit-1.3
(DIGIT-1.2 ?DIGIT-1.2)

(PRINTOUT T "Pleæe input the value of the following
options which describe the material of your component: " T

?*digitl.3r T "Please input the value ofyour component code

"r)
(BIND?DIGIT.I.3 ßEAD)
(ASSERT (DIGIT-I,3 ?DIGIT-I.3)
(bind ?input (open "code.b<t" "a"))
(printout ?input ?digit-I.3 "l [")
(code-text ?input)

)
t**++t****++**li+***i***+++lll*++l+*i+tlt**l****tl***l+***t

(DEFRULE digit-2.1

_>(DIGIT-1.3 
?DIGIT-1.3)

(PRINTOUT T "Pleæe input the digit 2.1 of the code

which describe the extemal feature of your component:" T
?*digit2.1 * T "Please input the digit of your part code:"

r)
(BIND ?DIGIT-2.I (READ)

(ASSERT ( DIGIT-2.1 ?DIGIT-2.1))
(bind ?input (open "code.b(t" "a"))

(printout ?input "(" ?digit-z.1 )
(code-text ?input))

*++titi*+***i+**r*+*+ti***l**+*t***ll

(DEFRULE digit-2.1-0
(digit-2. I ?digit-2. l)

(if(= r¿¡t',-2.t O,

then (bind ?input (open "code.txt" "a"))
(printout ?input ")" )
(code-text ?input)

))
l*i*l+tl+l*l*++*+lf +l**ll'lltil+tlllllllt*l

(DEFRULE digit-2.1-l
(digit-2. I ?digit-2. l)

bind (?var l0)
(while (>?var 0)
do(ifl1 = ?digit-2,1 l)

then (printout T
"Please input the value ofthe code which describe the width of
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your plane surfâce fèature(mnr):" T ?tdigit3. l I T
"Please input the value ofthe code which describe the width of
your planc surface feature(mm):" T )

(BIND ?DIGIT-2 l-l-rvidth (READ))
(ASSER'f (?var DIGIT-2. I -l -rvidth ?DIGIT-2. l -l -width))
(bind ?input (open "code.L\t" "a"))

(printout ?input "," ?DIGIT-2.1-l-width )
(code-text ?input)

(printout T
"Please input the value ofthe code which desc¡ibe the length of
your plane surface feature(mm): " T
?*digi8.lr T
"Please input the value ofthe code which describe the length of
your plane surface feature(mm):" T )

(BIND ?DIGIT-2. I -l-length (READ))
(ASSERT (?var DIGIT-2.1-l-length ?DIGIT-2.1-llength))

(bind ?input (open "code.txt" "a"))
(printout ?input "," ?DIGIT-2.1-lJength )
(code-text ?input)

(printout T
"Please input the value ofthe code which describe the dimensions

tolerance ofyour plane surface feature: " T ?*digit3.2* T
"Please input the number ofthe code which describe the

dimensions tolerance ofyour plane surface feature:" T )
(BIND ?DIGIT-2. I - I -dimension-tolerance ßEAD))
(ASSERT ( ?var DIGIT-2. I - I -dimension{olerance

?DIGIT-2. I -l -dimension-tolerance ))
(bind ?input (open "code.txt" "a"))
(printout ?input "," ?DIGIT-2.1-l-dimension-tolerance )
(code-text ?input)

(printout T
"Plele input the number of the code which describe the position

tolerance ofyour plane surface feature: " T ?tdigit3.2r T
"Please input the number ofthe code which describe the position

tolerance ofyour plane surface feature:" T )
(BIND ?DIGIT-2.1-l-position+olerance (READ))

(ASSERT ( ?var DIGIT-2. I -l -position-tolerance

?DIGIT-2. l - l -position-tolerance ))
(bind ?input (open "code.Ht" "a"))
(printout ?input "," ?DIGIT-2.1-1-position-tolerance )
(code-text ?input)

(printout T
"Please input the number ofthe code which describe the geometry

tolerance ofyour plane surface feature:" T ?rdigit3.2r T
"Please input the number ofthe value which describe the geometry

tolerance ofyour plane surface feature:" T )
(BIND ?DIGIT-2. l-l-geometry-tolerance (READ)
(ASSERT ( ?var DIGIT-2.1-l -geometry-tolerance

?DIGIT-2. 1 - l -geometry-tolerance ))
(bind ?input (open "code.fit" "a"))
(printout ?input'," ?DIGIT-2.1-l-geometry-tolerance )
(code{ext ?input)

(printout T
"Please input the number ofthe code which describe the surface
finish ofyour plane surface feature: " T ?rdigit3.3+ T
"Please input the number ofthe code which describe the surface
finish ofyour plane surface feature:" T )

(BIND ?DIGIT-2. I -l-surface-linish (READ))
(ASSERT ( ?var DIGIT-2. l -l -surface-fi nish

?DIGIT-2. I -l -surface-fi nish ))
(bind ?input (open "code.txt" "a"))
(printout ?input "," ?DfGlT-2.1-l-surface-finish ")")
(code-text ?input)
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(printout T
"Plcasc input the number ofthe code which describe the orientation
ofyour plane su¡face feature: " T ?+digit3.4+ T
"Please input the number ofthe code which describe the orientation
ofyour planc surfàce feature:" T )

(BIND ?DIGIT-2.1-l-orientation (READ))
(ASSERT ( ?DIGIT-2. I -l -orientation

?DIGIT-2. l - I -orientation ))
(bind ?input (open "code.txt" "a"))
(printout ?input "," ?DIGIT-2.1-l-orientation ")")
(code-text ?inPut)
(assert (?var I ?DIGIT-2.1-l-width ?DIGIT-2.1-l'length

?DIGIT-2. I -l -dimension-tolerance ?DIGIT-2. l -l -position-tolerance

?DIGIT-2. l - I -geometry-tolerance ?DIGIT-2.I -l -surface -finish ?DIGIT-2.I -l -orientation))

(if(: ?disit-2.1 2)
then (printout T

"Please input the number of the code which describe the width of
your step featuie(mm):" T ?tdigi8.lt T
"Please input the number of the code which describe the width
of your steps feature(mm):" T)

(BIND ?DICIT-2.1-2-width (READ)
(ASSERT (?var DIGIT-2. I -2-width ?DIGIT-2. I -2-width))

(bind ?input (open "code.Rt" "a"))
(printout ?input "," ?DIGIT-2.1-2-width)
(code-text ?input)

(printout T
"Please input the number ofthe code which describe the length

of your steps feature(mm):" T ?*digit3.l* T
"Þlease input the number ofthe code which describe the length

ofyour steps surface feature(mm): "T )
(BIND ?DIGIT-2. l -2-length (READ)
(ASSERT (?var DIGIT-2. l-2Jength ?DIGIT-2.1-2-length))
(bind ?input (open "code.b<t" "a"))
(printout ?input ',' ?DICIT-2. I -2-length)
(code-text ?input)

(printout T
"Please input the number ofthe code which describe the height
of your steps feature(mm): " T ?*digit3.lr T
"Pleæe input the number of the code which describe the height
of your steps surface feature(mm):" T)

(BIND ?DIGIT-2. I -2-height (READ)
(ASSERT (?var DIGIT-2. I -2-height ?DIGIT-2. I -2-height))
(bind ?input (open "code.txt" "a"))
(prirrtuut ?irrput "," ?DIGIT-2.1-2-ltcight)
(code-text ?input)

(printout T
"Please input the number ofthe code which describe the
dimensions tolerance of your step feature:" T ?rdigit3.2r T
"Please input the number ofthe code which describe the

dimensions tolerance ofyour step feature:" T )
(BIND ?DIGIT-2. I -2-dimension-tolerance (READ))
(ASSERT ( ?var DIGIT-2.1-2-dimension-tolerance

?DIGIT-2. I -2-dimension-tolerancc ))
(bind ?input (open "code.txt" "a"))

(printout ?input "," ?DICIT-2. l-2-dimension-tolerance)
(code-text ?input)

(printout T
"Please input the number ofthe code which describe the position
tolcrance ofyour step feature: " T ?rdigit3.2r T
"Please input the number ofthe code which describe the position
tole¡ance ofyour step feature:" T )

(BIND ?DIGIT-2.1-2-position-tolerance (READ))
(ASSERT ( ?var DIGIT-2.1-2-position-tolerance

? DIGIT-2. l -2-position-tolerance ))
(bind ?input (open "code.txt" "a"))

(printout ?input "," ?DICIT-2.1-2-position-tolerance)
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(code-tcxt ?inprrt)

(printout T
"Pleasc input the number ofthe code which describe the geometry

tolerancc ofyour stcp featu¡e:" T ?+digit3.2* T
"Please input the number ofthe code which describe the geometry

tolerance ofyour step feature: "T )
(BIND ?DIGIT-2. I -2-geometry-tolerance (READ)
(ASSERT ( ?var DIGIT-2.1-2-geometry-tolerance

?DlGlT-2. l -2-geometry-tolerance ))
(bind ?input (open "code.txt" "a"))

(printout ?input "," ?DIGIT-2. l-2'geometry-tolerance )
(code-text ?inPut)

(printout T
"Please input the number ofthe code which describe the surface

finish ofyour step feature:" T ?rdigit3.3r T
"Please input the number ofthe code which describe the surface

finish of your step feature(mm):" T )
(B tND ?DIGIT-2. I -2-surface-fi nish (READ))
(ASS ERT ( ?var DIGIT-2. I -2-surface'fìnish

?DIGIT-2. l -2-surface-fìnish ))
(bind ?input (open "code.txt" "a"))

(printout ?input "," ?DIGIT-2.1-2-surface-finish ")")
(code-text ?inPut)

(printout T
"Please input the number ofthe code which describe the orientation

ofyour step feature:" T ?*digir3.4* T
"Please input the number ofthe code which describe the orientation

of your step feature(mm):" T )
(BIND ?DIGIT-2. l-2-orientation (READ))
(ASSERT (?var DIGIT'2.1-2-orientation

?DIGIT-2. I -2-orientation ))
(bind ?input (open "code.txt" "a"))

(printout ?input ",' ?DIGIT-2.1-2-orientation ")")
(code{ext ?inPut) )

ü
.:i

,l

(if(=r¿¡t¡,-2.t,
then (printout T

"Please input the number of the code which describe the width of
your slot feature(mm): " T ?*digi8.l* T
"Please input the number of the code which describe the width of
your slot feature(mm):" T)

(BIND ?DIGIT-2. I -3-width (READ))
(ASSERT (?var DIGIT-2.1-3-width ?DIGIT-2.1-3-width))

(bind ?input (open "code.b<t" "a"))
(printout ?input "," ?DIGIT-2.1-3-width)
(code-text ?input)

(printout T
"Please input the number ofthe code which describe the length

of your slot feature(mm):" T ?tdigit3.lr T
"Please input the number ofthe code which describe the length

ofyour slot surface feature(mm):" T )
(BIND ?DICIT-2. l-3-length (READ))
(ASSERT (?var DIGIT-2. I -3-length ?DIGIT'2. l'3-length))

(bind ?input (open "code.fit" "a"))
(printout ?input "," ?DIGIT-2.1-3-lenglh)
(code{ext ?input)

(printout T
"Please input the number ofthe code which describe the height

of your slot feature(mm):" T ?*digit3.lf T
"Please input the number ofthe code which describe the height

of your slot feature(mm):" T )
(BIND ?DIGIT-2, l -3-height (READ))
(ASSERT (?var DIGIT-2. I -3-height ?DIGIT-2. I -3-height))

(bind ?input (open "code.txt" "4"))
(printout?input ",' ?DICIT-2.1-3-height)
(code-text ?input)

ï

(printout T
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"Please input the number ofthc code rvhich describe the

dimensions tolerance of your slot feature(mm):" T ?+digit3.2*
T
"Pleasc input the number of the code rvhich describe the

dinrcnsions tolerancc ofyour slot feature: "1' )
(BIND ?DtGlT-2. l-3-dimension-tolerance (READ))
(ASSERT ( ?var DICIT-2.1-3-dimension-tolerance

?DIGIT-2. l -3-dimension-tolerance ))
(bind ?input (open "code.txt" "a"))

(printout ?input "," ?DIGIT-2.1-3-dimension-tolerance)
(code-text ?input)

(printout T
"Please input the number ofthe code which describe the position

tolerance ofyour slot feature: " T ?*digit3.2t T

"Please input the number ofthe code which describe the position
tolerance ofyour slot feature: "T )

(B IND ?DIGIT-2. I -3-position-tolerance (READ))
(ASSERT ( ?var DIGIT-2.1-3-position-tolerance

?DIGIT-2. I -3-position-tolerance ))
(bind ?input (open "code.&t" "a"))

(printout ?input ",' ?DIGIT-2. I -3-position{olerance)
(code-text ?input)

(printout T "Please input the number ofthe code which
describe the geometry tolerance ofyour slot feature: " T
?*digit3.2* T
"Please input the number ofthe code which describe the

geometry tolerance ofyour slot feature: "T )
(BIND ?DIGIT-2. l-3-geometry-tolera¡rce ßEAD))
(ASSERT ( ?var DIGIT-2.1-3-geometry-tolerance

?DIGIT-2. I -3-geometry-tolerance ))
(bind ?input (open "code.ftt" "a"))

(printout ?input "," ?DIGIT-2.1-3-geometry-tolerance)
' (codetext ?input)

(printout T "Please input the numbe¡ ofthe code which
describe the surface finish ofyour slot feature: " T ?*digit3.3*
T
"Please input the number ofthe code which describe the surface

fìnish ofyour slot feature: "T )
(BIND ?DIGIT-2. l-3-surface-finish (READ))
(ASSERT ( ?var DIGIT-2. I -3-surface-frnish

?DIGIT-2. l -3-surface-finish ))
(bind ?input (open "code.b<t" "a"))

(printout ?input "," ?DIGIT-2. l -3-surface-finish')")
(code-text ?input) )

(printout t "Do you have more extemal feature?(Y or N)" t)
(bind ?more (read))
(æsert (more ?more))

(if (= ?more Y)
then (bind ?var (- ?var l))
else ( bind ?var 0)
(bind ?input (open "code.txt" "a"))
(printout ?input "l")
(code-text ?input) )))

t+++*+ltt***tt*ttt{*tt+lt+tttfaattttt++t*tttttttt++t+tttltttttlt+*l+lt+*+l+

(DEFRULE disit-2.2
(digit-2. I ?digit-2. l)

(bind ?var l0)
(while (>= ?var l) do
(PRINTOUT T "Please input the di9it2.2 of the code which

describe the hole feature ofyour componenl:" 7
?+digit2,2+ T "Plcasc input thc digit numbcr of your çomponent çodç;"
r)

(BIND ?DTCIT-2 2 (READ))

ü
"ti

1

t
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(¿\SSERT (?var DIGIT-2 2 ?DIGIT-2.2))
(assert ('lvar ?digit-2 2))

(bind ?input (open "input.txt" "a"))
(printout ?input " [(" ?digit-2.2 )
(code-text ?inpu1)

(il(= rdig'¡-r 2 9¡
then (bind ?input (open "input.t\t" "a"))
(printout ?input ")" )
(code-text ?inPut)

)

(if (: ?digit-2.2 l)
then (printout T "Please input the number ofthe code

rvhich describe the diameter ofyour straight fi:nction hole

feature(mm):
" T ?+digit3.lr T "Please input the number ofthe code which
describe the diameter of your straight function hole

feature(mm):
"T)

(BIND ?DIGIT-2.2-l -diameter (READ)
(ASSERT (?var DIGIT-2.2-l-diameter ?DIGIT-2.2-l -diameteÙ)

(bind ?input (open "input.txt" "a"))
(printout ?input "," ?DIGIT-2.2-l-diameter )
(code{ext ?input)

(printout T'Please input the number ofthe code which

describe the lengür ofyour straight function hole

feature(mm): " T
?tdigi8.l* T'Please input the number of the code which

describe the lenglh of your straight function hole

feature(mm): 'T )
(BIND ?DIGIT-2.2- I Jength (READ)

(ASSERT (?var DIGIT-2.2- I Jength ?DIGIT-2.2-l Jength))
(bind ?input (open "input.b<t" "a"))
(piintout ?input ",. ?DIGIT-2.2-l-length )
(code-text ?input)

(printout T 'Please input the number ofthe code which
describe the dimensions tolerance ofyour feature: n T
'l*digiÌ3.2* T'Please input the number of the code which
describe the dimensions tolerance ofyour feature: "T )

(BIND ?DICIT-2.2-l-dimension-tolerance ßEAD))
(ASSERT ( ?var DIGIT-2.2-l -dimension'tolerance

? DIGIT -2.2-l 4imension-tolerance ))
(bintl ?input (upcrt'inçrut.Bt" "a"))
(printout ?input'," ?DIGIT-2.2-l-dimension-tolerance )
(code-text ?input)

(printout T'Please input the number ofthe code which
describe the position tolerance ofyour feature: " T
?*digi8.2* T
"Please input the number ofthe code which describe the

position tolerance ofyour feature: "T )
(BIND ?DIGIT-2.2-l -position-tolerance (READ))

(ASSERT ( ?var DICIT-2.2-1 -position-tolerance

?DIGIT-2.2- I -position-tolerance ))
(bind ?input (open "input.b<t" "a"))
(printout ?input "," ?DIGIT-2.2-l-position-tolerance )
(code-text ?input)

(printout T'Please input the number ofthe code which
describe the geometry tolerance ofyour feature: " T
?idigit3.2r T "Please input the number of the code which
describe the geometry tolerance ofyour feature: "T )

(BIND ?DIGIT-2.2-l-geometry'tolerance (READ))

(ASSERT ( ?va¡ DIGIT-2.2-l-geometry'tolerance
?DICIT-2.2-l -geometry-tolerance ))

(bind ?input (open'input.txt" "a"))

t
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(printout ?input "," ?DICIT-2 2-l-geometry-tolerance )
(codc-text ?input)

(printout l'"Please input the nunrber oftlre code rvhich

describe the surface finish ofyour feature: " T ?tdigit3.3*
T "Please input the number of the code which describe the

surface fìnish ofyour feature: "T )
(B IND ?DIGIT-2.2- I -surface-fi nish (READ))
(ASSERT ( ?var DIGIT-2.2- l -surface-fi nish

?DICIT-2.2-l -surface-fi nish ))
(bind ?input (open "input.fit" "a"))
(printout ?input "," ?DIGIT-2.2-l-surface-finish ")")
(code-text ?input)

(printout T "Please input the number ofthe code which

describe the orentation ofyour feature: " T ?+digiL3.3*

T "Please input the number of the code which describe the

orientation ofyour feature: "T )
(BIND ?DIGIT-2.2- I -orientation (READ))

(ASSERT ( ?var DIGIT-2.2-l-orientation
?DIGIT-2.2- l -orientation ))

(bind ?input (open "input.üt" "a"))
(printout ?input "," ?DIGIT-2.2-l-orientation ")")
(code{ext ?inPut)

)

(printout t "Do you have more function hole feature?(Y orN)"

Ð
(bind ?more (read))
(assert (more ?more))

(if (= ?more Y)' then (bind ?var (- ?var l))
else ( bind ?var 0)
(bind ?input (open "input.fit" "a"))
(printout ?input "l")
(code-text ?input) )))

t*****t*{****l****+***+*+****l*+*f +l+***+tt*+***+**tf

(DEFRULE digit-2.3
(digit-2.2 ? di git-2.2)

bind (?var l0)
(while (>?var 0)
do(PRINTOUT T "Please input the digit 2.3 of the code which
describe the intemal feature ofyour component:" T
?rdiglt2.3+ T "Plcirsu irrput tltc digit nunrbcr of your componcnt codc:r'

r)
(BIND ?DIGIT-2.3 (READ)

(ASSERT (DIGIT-2.3 ?DIGIT-2.3)
(assert (?var ?digit-2.3))

(bind ?input (open "input.b<t" "a"))
(printout ?input " [(" ?digit-2.3 )
(code-text ?input)

(if (= r¿¡.',-2., O,

then (bind ?input (open "input.h.t" "a"))
(printout ?input ")" )
(code-text ?input)

)

if( = r¿¡t¡,-2., t,
then (printout T

"Please input the value ofthe code wh¡ch describe thc width of
your plane surface feature(mm):" T ?+digit3.l' T
"Please input the value ofthe code which describe the width of
your plane surface feature(mm):" T )

(BIND ?DIGIT-2.3-l -width (READ))
(ASSERT (?var DIGIT-2.3-1 -width ?DIGIT-2.3-l'width))
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(bind ?input (open "code.txt" "a"))
(printout ?input "," ?DICIT-2.3-l+vidth )
(code-text ?input)

(printottt T
"Please input the value ofthe code which describe the length of
your plane surface feature(mm): " T
?+digit3.lr T
"Please input the value ofthe code which describe the length of
your plane surface feature(mm):" T )

(BIND ?DlGtT-2.3-l -length (READ))
(ASSERT (?var DIGIT-2.3-l -length ?DIGIT-2.3-l -length))

(bind ?input (open "code.o<t" "a"))
(printout ?input "," ?DIGIT-2.3-l-length )
(code-text ?inPut)

(printout T
"Please input the value ofthe code which describe the dimensions

tolerance oIyour plane surface feature: " T ?+digit3.2+ T
"Please input the number ofthe code which describe the

dimensions tolerance ofyour plane surface feature:" T )
(BIND ?DIGIT-2.3- I -dimension-tolerance ßEAD))
(ASSERT ( ?var DIGIT-2.3-l-dimension-tolerance

?DIGIT-2.3-l -dimension-tolerance ))
(bind ?input (open "code.t'<t" "a"))
(printout ?input "," ?DIGIT-2.3-l-dimension-tolerance )
(code{ext ?input)

(printout T
"Please input the number ofthe code which describe the position

tolerance ofyour plane surface feature: " T ?*digit3'2+ T
"Please input the number ofthe code which describe the position

tolerance ofyour plane surface feature:" T )
(BIND ?DIGIT-2.3-l-position-tolerance ßEAD))' (ASSERT ( ?var DIGIT-2.3-l -position-tolerance

?DIGIT-2.3- I -position-tolerance ))
(bind ?input (open "code.fit" "a"))
(printout ?input'," ?DIGIT-2.3-l-position-tolerance )
(code-text ?input)

(printout T
"Please input the number of the code which describe the geometry

tolerance ofyour plane surface feature:n T ?*digit3.2t T
"Please input the number ofthe value which describe the geometry

tolerance ofyour plane surface feature:" T )
(BIND ?DIGIT-2.3-l-geometry-tolerance (READ))
(ASSERT ( ?var DIGIT-2.3-l-geometry-tolerance

?DIGIT-2.3- I -geometry-tolerance ))
(bind ?input (open "code.b<t" "a"))
(printout ?input "," ?DIGIT-2.3-l-geometry-tolerance )
(code-text ?input)

(printout T
"Please input the number ofthe code which describe the surface

finish ofyour plane surface feature: " T ?*digit3.3t T
"Please input the number ofthe code which describe the surface

fìnish ofyour plane surface feature:" T )
(BIND ?DIGIT-2.3-l -surface-finish (READ))
(ASSERT (?var ?DIGIT-2.3-1-surface-fìnish

?DtGIT-2.3- l -surface-fi nish ))
(bind ?input (open "code.txt" "a"))
(printout ?input "," ?DIGIT-2.3-l-surface-finish ")")
(code{ext ?input)

T
"Please input the number ofthe code which describe the orientation
ofyour plane surface feature: " T ?*digit3.4r T
"Please input the number ofthe code which describe the orientation
ofyour plane surface feature:" T )

(BIND ?DIGIT-2.3-l-orientation (READ))
(ASSERT ( '/var 'lDlGl'l'-2.3- I -uricrrtatiurt

?DIGIT-2 3-l -orientation ))
(bind ?input (open "code.txt" "a"))
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(printout ?input',' ?DIGIT-2.3-l-orientation ")")
(code-text ?¡nput)

(assert (?var I ?DICIT-2.3- l -width ?DICIT-2.3-I -length

?DIGIT-2.3- l -dimension-tolerance ?DIGIT-2.3-l -position-tolerance

?DIGtT-2.3-l-geometry-tolerance ?DIGIT-2.3-l-surface-finish ?DIGIT-2.3-l-orientation)))

(printout t "Do you have more intemal t-eature'l(Y or N)" t)
(bind ?more (read))
(asscrt (more ?more))

(if 1= 2to" t'
then (bind ?var (- ?var l))
else ( bind ?var 0)
(bind ?input (open "code.b<t" "a"))
(printout ?input "1")
(code-text ?inPut) )))
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